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Budget committee
moves to balance
Medicaid funding
in Kentucky

Beshear
•

FRANKFORT,
Ky.
(AP) — Gov.
Steve
Beshear's plan
to
transfer
funding to balance
the
Medicaid
budget
has
been approved
by a legislative
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HIND to continue independently
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
AZEL, Ky. - The Hazel Volunteer
Fire Department will continue as
an independent organization
thanks to efforts by squad members to
keep the department rolling.
Meanwhile, city business owners have
petitioned the Hazel City Council to
amend the city's business licensing ord.nance.
During a meeting of the Hazel City
Council Monday night. HVFD Chief
Ken Craig and Assistant Chief Bryan
Rose presented an update on the department's struggle to recruit personnel and

H

provide required train- for having six certified members were
ing - a dilemma that has very, very close," Vasseur said. "I think
threatened to lead to a they had six people with about 150 hours
shut down of the city's of training with maybe a couple needing
volunteer force and a about eight hours in training. They think
possible merger with they are where they need to be."
Calloway County FireThe department also recently purRescue.
chased new remote radio equipment that
However the depart- can set off the city's alarm system in
ment will remain in case of emergency.
Vasseur
operation, working with
"It was a pretty good report, and they
CCFR, as an independ- feel the fire department is back on
ent, according to Hazel Mayor Kerry track,- Vasseur said. "The fire departVasseur.
ment took it upon themselves to do the
"They reported that the numbers are appropriate recruiting and training and
where they should be and certifications apparently have been very successful."

panel.
The House Appropriations
and
Revenue
Committee
approved the proposal to shift
$166.5 million that would have
been used next fiscal year to
cover this year's costs and to

A shut-down was considered a last
resort.
In other action, council members heard
from several Hazel business owners
concerning a proposal from Ray Gough.
owner-operator of Charlie's Antique
Mall, that the council consider amending
a revised business licensing ordinance
that would allow antique mall owners to
purchase a "master license" that would
cover not only the store's taxing requirement, but also all vendors located within
the business.
Currently, the ordinance requires all

•See Page 2

President
calling for
high-speed
rail service

MI See Page 2

Roads[retreated
for expected snowfall
Special to the Ledger
Kentuck) transportation
Cabinet crews in District I
spent part of Tuesday pre-treating highways in anticipation of
1-3 inches of snow expected to
move across the region on
Wednesday, according to Keith
Todd. public information officer
for
the
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet's
District I and District 2 office
in Reidland.

$53B spending plan
being proposed by
Obama to create jobs
By JULIE PACE
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Barack Obama is calling for a six-year, $53 billion
spending plan for high-speed
rail, as he seeks to use infrastructure spending to jumpstart

•See Page 2
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A recreational go-cart track is planned for this parking lot on the east side of the property at 800 Chestnut
Street. Co-business partner Quentin Hines said the facility and go-carts would not present a sound problem and would
be open on a
seasonal basis.

National Weather Service
Wednesday: Snow likely
Cloudy, with a high near 24
Chance of precipitation is 60
percent New snow accumulation of 1-3 inches possible
Wednesday Night: Snow
likely, mainly before midnight
Cloudy, with a low around 13
Cnance of precipitation is 60
percent
Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 26.
Thursday Night: Dear, with
a low around 13
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 35
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Hot Wheels
Go-cart track proposed at 8th Street site
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

Murray State University student
and a former MSU basketball
player are planning to open a
recreational go-cart track on Chestnut
Street if they receive approval from the
Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments

A

next week.
Murray City Planner Candace Dowdy
said Quentin Hines would speak about
his plans in a public hearing at 4:30 p.m.
next Wednesday. Feb. 16, during the '
monthly BZA meeting. The BZA meets
in the council chambers on the second
floor of City Hall. Dowdy said a privately

owned outdoor amusement facility would
require a conditional use permit and that
Hines said he planned to lease the property at 81X) Chestnut St. on a seasonal basis.
The building is at the corner of Eighth
and Chestnut streets and is owned by

II See Page 2

House rejects extensions of Patriot Act provisions
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Thi! House on Tuesday failed
to extend the life of three surveillance tools that are key to
the nation's post-Sept. II antiterror law, a slipup for the new
Republican leadership that
miscalculated the level of
opposition.

The House voted 277-148 to
keep the three provisions of the
USA Patriot Act on the books
until Dec. 8. But Republicans
brought up the bill under a special expedited procedure
requiring a two-thirds majority,
and the vote was seven short of
reaching that level.
The Republicans, who took
over the House last month, lost

26 of their own members,
adding to the 122 Democrats
who
voted
against
it.
Supporters say the three measures are vital to preventing
another terrorist attack, but
critics say they infringe on
civil liberties. They appealed
to the antipathy that newer and
more
conservative
Republicans hold for big gov-
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emment invasions of individual privacy.
Earlier
on
Tuesday,
Republicans also pulled a bill
from the floor because of dissatisfaction about extending
trade benefits for three South
American countries while continuing a program that helps

An initial $8
billion
in
spending will
be pan of the
budget plait
Obama is set
to
release
Monday.
If
Congrese
approves the
Obama
plan,
the
money would
go toward developing or
improving trains that travel up
to 250 miles per hour. and connecting existing rail lines to
new projects. The White House
wouldn't say where the money
for the rest of the program
would come from, though it's
likely Obama would seek funding in future budgets or transportation bills.
Obama's push for high-speed
rail spending is part of his broad
goal of creating jobs in the
short-term and increasing
American competitiveness for
the future through new spending on infrastructure, education
and innovation. During last
month's State of the Union
address, Obama said he wanted
to give 80 percent of Americans
access to high-speed rail within
25 years.
At the same time he's calling
for new spending on sectors like
high-speed rail in the upcoming
budget. Obama also has
pledged to cut overall spending
as he seeks to bring down the
nation's mounting deficit. The
White House has said environmental programs for the Great
Lakes, and block grants for
community service and commu-

•See Page 2
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•Go-cart track...
From Front
Tommy Carroll. It was previously the home of several car
dealerships and the Calloway
County Democratic Party headquarters, and currently houses
an auto body shop in one part
of the building. Dowdy said it
is currently zoned as B-2 for
highway commercial businesses.
"A B-2 zone is the least
restrictive in our commercial
zoning." Dowdy said. -There
are not too many things not
allowed in a B-2 zone, but
some things I think the board
just needs to review closer for
any type of restrictions or conditions that would be necessary
to be placed on the permit...
Hines said he had recently
transferred to MSU to play
football and that his business
partner was former MSU basketball player Bruce Carter. He
said that their fathers, Quentin
Hines Sr. and Bruce Carter Sr..
used to own a go-can track in
Detroit and are partners in several other go-cart facilities in
the Detroit area. Hines said he

II Provisions...

nent statutes could be agreed
upon.
'The terrorist threat has not
From Front
subsided and will not expire, and
retrain Americans who lose their neither should our national secujobs to foreign competition.
rity laws,- he said.
The Patriot Act bill would have
But Rep. Dennis Kucinich. Drenewed the authority for court- Ohio. said Republican supportapproved roving wiretaps that ers of the tea party movement
permit surveillance on multiple should show their opposition to
phones. Also addressed was big government by joining
Section 215, the so-called library Democrats in opposing the
records provision that gives the measure.
FBI court-approved access to
The defeat means that
"any tangible thing" relevant to a Republicans may have to bring
terrorism investigation.
the bill back to the floor under
The third deals with the "lone- regular procedures that only
wolf' provision of a 2(X)4 anti- require a majority for passage
terror law that permits secret but allow for amendments. Time
intelligence surveillance of non- is of the essence: The three proU.S. people not known to be visions will expire on Feb. 28 if
affiliated with a specific terrorist the House and Senate can't agree
organization.
on how to proceed.
Rep. James Sensenbrenner. RThe House had pushed for a
Wis., the former Judiciary nine-month extension to give
Committee chairman
who lawmakers more time to come
authored the 2001 Patriot Act, up with an approach that would
urged his colleagues to support give the measures permanent
the extensions, saying they were legal status. The Senate is conneeded as a stopgap until perma- sidering longer-range ideas.
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From Front
shop owners and vendors selling goods to purchase a $25
licensing fee to operate within
city limits. Gough has sued the
city in circuit court to halt
enforcement of the ordinance,
but has proposed to pay a
52.500 lump sum fee to the city
in an effort to cover vendors
located inside his business.
"He had sent a letter to some
of our business owners saying if
we did not amend our ordinance
to have a master business
license and accept his settlement
proposal that he may have to
close his business on Feb. 13,"
Vasseur said. 'They came and
gave their opinion on what they
felt the city should do. They
expressed that should he shut
down that there could be
depressed property values and
loss of revenue. The city of
Hazel is in recession like everybody else."
Vasseur said the city's position is that individual vendors
come to city hall and purchase a
business license as required by
the 2007 ordinance without
exception.
"I wanted to make sure
understood what they wanted,
and one thing was to be able to
change the ordinance for, basically, one business. Their basic
thrust was that it's an economic
thing." Vasseur said.
The council took no action on
the proposal, which may be considered during a future meeting.
In other business, council
members:
• heard a report that the city
has.been approved for a $58,595
community development block'

For Best Results
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...go •

grant to purchase a new emergency warning siren for the city
A grant has also been approved
that will aid the South 641
Water District in the purchase of
an emergency generator at the
lift station.
• heard a report from HVFD
Chief Ken Craig that the department has received a $1.500
grant from Walman.
• donated $50 each to
Calloway County and Murray
high schools in support of
Project Graduation.
• heard a request from
Councilwoman Lori Charlton
that training be provided to
HVFD personnel or any concerned citizen in the use of the
city's two portable defibrillator
used to resuscitate victims in
time of emergency.
• heard a report from Vasseur
that he has met with MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce President Lance
Allison and Murray-Calloway
County Economic Development
Corp. President Mark Manning
concerning recruiting new businesses in Hazel. Vasseur said he
also presented a proposal to kick
off a Main Street-Renaissance
program similar to one in
Murray. Vasseur said he has
spoken with Murray Main
Street manager Deana Wright
about speaking to Hazel businesses concerning the move.
"We could do that to hopefully make Hazel look better and
develop more business here,"
Vasseur said.

•High-speed rail...
From Front

nity development are among the
programs that will face cuts.
But it's unlikely the cuts
Obama proposes in the budget
will be enough to appease the
GOP. Republicans now controlling the House have promised to
slash domestic agencies' budgets by nearly 20 percent for the
coming year.
The White House has said cuts
must be cautious, arguing that
drastic reductions in spending
could cause the still-fragile economic recovery to stall. Vice
President Joe Biden said
Tuesday the administration
wouldn't compromise when it
comes to spending on the infrastructure, education and innova• FREE Technicel St.tepo,
i
,
ka(,
• ket.ilulekiekg
tion programs Obama is touting.
•Pad aiktresaas tee,eie,ra 0
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initiative.
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Obama's call for increased
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spending on high-speed rail
projects is nothing new. He's
long seen the sector as an area
of opportunity for creating jobs
and improving the nation's
transportation system. His
administration awarded $10 billion in federal grants for highspeed rail projects last year,
including $2.3 billion for
California to begin work on an
803-mile-long, high-speed rail
line tying Sacramento and the
San Francisco Bay area to Los
Angeles and San Diego; and
$1.25 billion to Florida to build
a rail line connecting Tampa on
the West Coast with Orlando in
the middle of the state, eventually going south to Miami.
Some Republicans have been
critical of Obama's plans to
expand high-speed rail across
country.
the
House
Trangponation
Committee
Chairman John Mica, R-Fla.,
has urged the administration to
focus its spending on the crowded Northeast rail corridor.

IN Budget, Medicaid...
From Front
contract with more private firms
to provide Medicaid services.
Beshear had warned that
Medicaid payments to health
care providers would have to be
slashed by some 30 percent if

lawmakers don't approve his
proposal to shuffle funding in
the program that pays medical
costs for the poor and disabled.
The measure now goes to the
full House where it has widespread support.
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SNOW DAY: A man and child are accompanied by two dogs
as they walk down Payne Street after sledding through
Chestnut Park Tuesday.

Kentucky

News in Brief
Committee gives approval to dropout bill
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— A bill that would gradually raise the
age at which Kentucky students can dropout of school has
received approval from the House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee.
The measure, a pet project of first lady Jane Beshear, was
passed by the House Education Committee last week. It now goes
to the. full House for consideration.
The bill would increase the minimum age for quitting school to
17 in 2015 and 18 in 2016 in a state where 6,000 students dropped
out in 2009. Currently, Kentucky students can drop out of school
at 16.
The measure has strong support in the House, which passed a
similar bill last year. That bill died in the Senate.

Committee: More testimony on immigration
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — House Local Government
Committee Chairman Steve Riggs has scheduled another day of
testimony on an immigration bill that faces growing opposition in
Kentucky.
Riggs said representatives of law enforcement officials and
church leaders are expected to testify before his committee at
noon EST Wednesday in the Capitol Annex about the legislation
that would give police broad authority to check the immigration
status of people they suspect of being in the country illegally.
The Louisville Democrat has been a leading critic of the bill.
The measure cleared the Senate on a 24-14 vote on Jan. 7. Riggs
hasn't yet scheduled a vote in his committee.

Panel approves bell to allow ads on school buses
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - -- The House Education Committee
has approved a proposal to allow school districts to sell advertising space on the sides of buses.
The action Tuesday sends the measure to the full House for consideration.
Democratic state Rep. William T. Mills of Lebanon said revenue
from the ads would be helpful to local school districts, many of
which are hurting in the state's ailing economy.
Mills said the measure would bar ads promoting alcohol or
tobacco products.
Critics fear the ads may lessen school bus safety.
The National Association of State Directors of Pupil
Transportation Services is among the opponents, fearing it could
be a distraction to drivers.

Senate passes Leeper's nuclear power bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A long-standing moratorium on
nuclear power plants in Kentucky would be lifted under a perennial bill that cleared the Senate on Tuesday.
Sen. Bob Leeper, chairman of the Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, has been pushing for years to get the measure
through the General Assembly.
The Senate voted 31-5 kte Tuesday afternoon to approve the
measure and send it to the House where it has languished in years
past.
Leeper's district is home to the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant,
which enriches uranium for use as nuclear fuel.
State law prohibits nuclear power plants from being built in
Kentucky until the U.S. has a permanent storage facility to contain
radioactive waste.
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Two face charges following traffic stop
Staff Report
juvenile were also in the
According to Murray Police vehcile. No charges were
Department
spokeswoman reported filed against them at
Tracy Guge, Officer Jay this time.
Herndon initiated a traffic stop
According to Guge, Herndon
at approximately 2:31 a.m.
observed and recovered items
Tuesday. After stopping the
inside the vehicle that he
vehicle. Jordan Poiroux, 18,
believed had possibly been
Kirksey, and Kathryn Oliver,
18, Murray, were charged with reported stolen earlier in the
possession of drug parapherna- evening from city and county
lia. Additional charges were residents. Guge said the incipending as of Tuesday. Guge dent is still under investigation.
Individuals facing charges are
said.
Guge said another 18-year-old considered innocent until
male and a 16-year-old male proven guilty.
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Obituaries

•HVFD to continue...

and Caner hoped to bnng thc
same type of business to
Murray and planned to place
the temporary track at the east
front side bordering the city.
cemetery. He said the west and
front side of the building would
be used for parking. with a
gravel lot available for any
overflow parking. He said a
portion of the front half of the
building would likely be used
for ticket and concession sales
and might eventually house
arcade games.
Hines said that if the BZA
grants a permit. he and Carter
hoped to open the business on
March I. He said they hoped to
try it out on a seasonal basis
and that if it is successful, his
father and uncle might consider
buying the property in the
future. He also said he didn't
foresee any problems related to
noise at the location.
'They're not the big racing
go-carts. they're more for riding for enjoyment, so there's
not going to be a big problem
with sound.- Hines said."We
had a location up in Detroit that
was surrounded by residential

Murray I.edeer & I

• The Murray Independent
Schools board of education is scheduled to meet at 7 p in on Thursday.
Feb 10. in the central office board
room of the Carter Administration
Building on S 13th Street On the
agenda for the meeting is approval of
a district energy savings plan and closure on replacement of bleachers at
Murray High School. student and staff
recognition and reports from the
superintendent
• The Murray Public Safety
Committee will meet at 6 p ft
Thursday at City Hall to discuss boos
for a cruiser for the police chief They
will also discuss a homeland security
grant in the amount of $59 800 for
communication
upgrades
The
Public WOrk• Committee will meet
at F 10 p m to discuss a request for a
water main e (tension to the Landcn
Barrow property on Jones-Sparkman
Road
• The Murray City Council will

meet at 6.30 p.m Thursday in City
Hall There will be a first reading of an
ordinance amending the qualifications for City Administrative Officer
and a first reading to amend the
budget to fund the position while
unfunding
the
of
Director
Administration Another first reading
will be to allocate funds for one additional police cruiser in the amount of
$7.600 Another first reading will
amend the budget to include a
Kentucky Homeland Security Grant in
the amount of $59.800 for communication upgrades to the fire depart
ment
• The South 641 Water District
will hold a Special Called Meeting on
Thursday Feb 10. at 2 p.m The
meeting will be held at the Water
DistrIct located at 207 Main Street in
Hazel
For more information call
12701 492-8857
• To report a Town Crier gem. email editor° murrayledger coin
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Obituaries

Cutting back on state employment won't be easy

M. Estelle Brisendine

Times
dogs

rough

NI. Estelle Brisendine, 95, of Puryear. Tenn., died Tuesday. Feb.
8. 2011, at her residence.
Born Jan. 7. 1916 in Hazel, she was a homemaker and a quilter
and was the oldest member of Puryear Church of Christ.
In addition to her parents. Henry Walls Taylor and Poca Hontas
Burton Taylor, she was preceded in death by her husband, Wade
Thomas Brisendine. whom she married May 28, 1932 and who
died March 10. 1979; and a brother. Preston Taylor.
She is survived by a son. Lowell Thomas Brisendine and wife.
Joy of Paris. Tenn.: a granddaughter, Jacquta Burke and husband.
Kelly of Paris; and a great-granddaughter.
Funeral services will be held Thursday, Feb. 10. 2011, at 2 p.m.
at LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home in Paris with John
Dale officiating. Burial will be in Puryear City Cemetery in
Puryear. Visitation will also be Thursday, from 10 a.m. until funeral hour at the funeral home. Serving as pallbearers will be Leo
Huff. Ed Kent, David Turner and Everett Moody. An honorary pallbearer will he Clay Taylor. Arrangements are handled by
Ridgeway Funeral Home.

Annie Aliese (James) Paschall
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Annie Aliesc tJarnes) Paschall, 87, died Thursday, Feb. 3, 2011,
at Eastview Terrace in Sullivan, Ill.
Born June 25, 1923 in Calloway County, she
graduated from Kirksey High School at 15 as
valedictorian of the 1939 class, and with honors
from Murray State Teachers College(now Murray
State University) where she was a member of
Sigma Sigma Sigma soronty. She taught home
economics in Kirksey. in Moweaqua, Ill., and then
at Sullivan High School in Sullivan for 33 years.
She retired in 1981. She was also a member of
First United Methodist Church in Sullivan, was a
member of the Illinois Retired Teachers
Paschall
Association and was an active volunteer in the
Sullivan area.
In addition to her parents, Aubrey G. and Daisy Radford James,
she was preceded in death by her husband, Ralph M. Paschall of
Lynn Grove, whom she married Aug. 7, 1948 in Kirksey and who
died April 17. 2005; and one brother, Cordis James.
She is survived by her daughter, Joyce Paschall of Palatine. Ill.;
brother, Joe Pat James of Murray; sister, Lorraine Miles of
Midland. Texas; nephews, Kevin Miles of Midland, and Ross
James of The Colony, Texas; nieces, Barbara Covington of
Midland, and Cheryl Jominy of Coral Springs, Fla.; and several
great-nieces and great-nephews.
Funeral services will be held Friday. Feb. II. 2011,at 10:30 a.m.
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be Thursday. Feb. 10, from
4-7 p.m. at the funeral home. Expressions of sympathy may be
made to the United Methodist Women, do First United Methodist
Church, 216 W. Jefferson Street, Sullivan, IL 61951, or to the
Sullivan
Community
Education
Foundation
at
http://scelinfo/donation.html, or to the church or educational fund
of the donor's choice. Online condolences may be made at
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled
by the LH Churchill Funeral Home.

Sara Jean Harding
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Funeral services for Sara Jean Harding, 66, of Farmington, will
be held Thursday, Feb. 10. 2011, at 1 p.m. at the chapel of ImesMiller Funeral Home with the Rev. Glenn Copeland and Dr.
William Dodson officiating. Interment will follow at Story's
Chapel Cemetery.
Visitation will be tonight. Wednesday. from 5-8 p.m. at the
funeral home.
•
Serving as pallbearers will be Shane Causey, Tony West, Brian
Coltharp, Robert Coltharp, Kenny Bridges and Jason Rudolph.
Honorary pallbearers will be David Waldrop, Presley Sadler. John
Causey, Vester Windsor. Ronnie McClain, Gerald Holmes, Albert
McClain. J.T. West. Michael Keel. David Warren and Jim Warren.
Harding died Sunday. Feb. 6. 2011, at the Jackson Purchase
Medical Center. Born March II, 1944, she was a member of New
Home Baptist Church. In addition to her parents, J.B. Dobson and
Anna Lou Hopkins, she was preceded in death by her husband,
Donnie Boyd. She is survived by two sons. Steve Harding and wife.
Gina of Benton. and Shane Harding and wife, Shelly of Clinton; a
brother, Phillip Dobson of Sedalia; a sister, Judy Eldridge of St.
Clair Shores. Mich.; five grandchildren, Candace Kimbler, Laken
Harding, Garret Harding. Nathen Harding and Sophie Harding; a
step-grandchild, Cody Harris; and a great-grandchild. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom. Arrangements are
handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Frances Charlene Jameson

SPRINGFIELD. III. (AP) — there arc going to be a lot ol
New Wisconsin Gov. Scott hard-fought battles over the next
Walker has all hut declared war few years."
on government employees — or
As most states struggle with
as he calls them, the "haves" in crushing budget deficits this
an economy full of "have nots." year. government employees are
In Ohio, Gov. John Kasich frequent targets for officials
says state law should be changed looking to cut expenses. That's
to weaken contract negotiations. partly because they're easy tarAnd Arizona House Speaker gets.
Kirk Adams wants to cut penThere's a lot less political
sion benefits.
risk in talking about cutting
But state officials trying to bureaucrats than in cutting servclose crippling budget deficits ices, although the two often
may find it difficult, perhaps Amount to the same thing.
impossible. to translate their
It's also because employee
words into action.
wages, benefits and retirement
Many will find that contracts costs account for a significant
and state law limit their power to .chunk of government spending.
lay off public employees. Case The Center on Budget and
law, and in some cases state con- Policy Priorities estimates
stitutions, restrict what can be employee costs account for
done to pensions. Efforts to roughly one third of state operatimpose furloughs are likely to ing expenses.
trigger court battles.
Nicholas Johnson, head of
"It's going to be tough," said the center's State Fiscal Project,
David Primo, a scholar at said the meltdown of so many
George Mason University's state budgets has far more to do
Mercatus Center and author of a with falling revenues and climbbook on state budgets. 1 think ing expenses in other areas than

it does with employee benefits.
Still, the pension and health
care portions of employee benefits have been rising steadily and
budget-cutters can't ignore the
issue.
Other governors have found
that employees are a difficult
target to hit squarely.
Illinois Gov. Pat Quinn, a
Democrat, moved to lay off state
employees but was blocked
when the courts ruled any job
cuts had to be negotiated with
the union.
Ultimately, he imposed furloughs on non-union employees
and negotiated a deal that cut
union salaries but protected their
jobs.
California Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger fought years of
legal battles to impose unpaid
furloughs and offer reduced
retirement benefits to future
employees. The court cases continue.
"He stopped the forward
movement and pushed it back
slightly," said Marcia Fritz,

president ot the California
Foundation
for
Fiscal
Responsibility. "He never got a
touchdown."
Advocates say focusing on
workers saves relatively little
and distracts from larger questions of making taxes and spending match up. such as by controlling soaring Medicaid costs.
"I think we have too many
politicians who say you can
have it but you don't have to pay
for IC' said Steven Kreisberg.
director of collective bargaining
for the American Federation of
State. County and Municipal
Employees.
Public employees in many
struggling states have agreed to
financial concessions, but that
hasn't solved any budget crisis.
In New York, for instance,
Democratic Gov. Andrew
Cuomo wants to freeze government wages. But the state could
cut all salaries to zero and would
still reduce spending by only 10
percent. A wage freeze, of
course, would save far less.

Layoffs drop, but hiring rises too slowly
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Employers posted fewer jobs in
December, the latest evidence
that businesses are not ready to
step up hiring.
The Labor Department said
Tuesday that employers advertised nearly 3.1 million jobs in
December, a drop of almost
140.000 from November and
the second straight monthly
decline. That's the lowest total
since September.
The report provides an indication of future hiring patterns
because it can take several
months to fill many jobs.
Openings have risen by more
than 700,000 since they bottomed out in July 2009, one
month after the recession ended.
That's an increase of 31 percent.
Analysts expect companies

will start hiring again soon, notNearly 14.5 million people 91,000 in November. That could
ing that other data suggests the were out of work in December. reflect weather-related shuteconomy
is
improving. As a result, on average there downs of building projects.
Consumers are spending more, were 4.7, people competing for Maki said.
layoffs are at pre-recession lev- each available job, about the
The NFIB,said its optimism
els and Dow Jones industrial same as in November. That's index rose to 94.1 in January.
average is above 12.000.
below the ratio of 6.3, reached from 92.6 the previous month.
Also, a separate report from in November 2009, the highest That's the highest level in three
the National Federation of since the department began years. but still below levels that
Independent
Business on tracking job openings in 2000.
are consistent with a healthy
Tuesday said confidence among
In a healthy economy, the economy. The average reading
small employers is at the highest ratio would fall to roughly 2. before the recession was 100.
level since the recession began economists say.
the NF1B's report said.
in December 2007.
Job openings fell sharply in
"We expect (job openings) construction to 28,000, from
will be bouncing back in the
months ahead," said Dean Maki.
chief U.S. economist at
Barclays Capital.
For now, openings are still
far below the 4.4 million available jobs advertised
in
FORT LUPTON,Colo.(AP) checked the bottle after becomDecember 2007.
— A Colorado woman who is ing sick. She was rushed to the
six weeks pregnant says a phar- hospital.
macist at a grocery store mistakDoctors say Silva could misenly gave her an abortion drug carry or have a baby with birth
instead of an antibiotic and now defects.
Safeway issued a statement
she fears the error will cause her
that said policies and procedures
to miscarry.
Mareena Silva told Denver's meant to prevent medication
leaving about 47,(0() there,'just
KMGH-TV that the pharmacist errors weren't followed,and that
500 or so special operators were
at the Safeway in Fort Lupton the company is redoubling
pan of that withdrawal, which
gave her methotrexate last efforts to ensure they are folwas just a fraction of the elite
week. The drug, intended for lowed. Those
procedures
force there.
another woman, is used in include asking twice for the
"Not on the same scale, but
chemotherapy and to terminate patient's full name and date of
like the rest of the force we're
early-stage pregnancies.
birth before handing out medseeing the indicators — pressure
Silva says she took a pill and ication.
on duty, pressure off duty,"
Olson said at a conference in
Washington. Even though the
size of his special operations
force has grown, they are being
asked to do more, he said. "so
Srnck price information not available today due to early. publication
we are, frankly, beginning to
show some fraying around the
edges that we are addressing."
Altogether. about 12,000 special operations forces are
deployed, and those not in Iraq
and Afghanistan are scattered in
other hotspots around the globe,
such as Yemen.
Olson said one sign of the
strain is that more mid-grade
forces are opting to leave service this year than in previous
years.

Pregnant woman get('
abortion pill by mistake

U.S. special operations
forces stretched thin
WASHINGTON(AP)— The
elite troops of U.S. special operations forces are showing signs
of fraying after nearly 10 years
at war in Iraq and Afghanistan,
their commander said Tuesday.
Adm. Eric T. Olson says that
while the number of special
operations forces has doubled to
about 60,000 over the last nine
years, the total of those
deployed overseas has quadrupled. Roughly 6,500 special
operators are in Afghanistan and
about 3,500 are in Iraq. although
those numbers can vary as units
move in and out of the war zone.
Olson said the demand for
units in
the specialized
Afghanistan is insatiable, forcing troops to deploy to war at a
rate that is off the charts. And he
said he does not see that demand
declining in the next several
years.
As an example, he noted that
while 100,000 regular forces
have been pulled out of Iraq,

STOCK MARKET REPORT

Funeral services for Frances Charlene Jameson, 68, of Benton,
will be held Thursday, Feb. 10, 2011, at 1 p.m. in the Chapel of the
Collier Funeral Home in Benton with the Revs.
Curtis Harrell and David Whitaker officiating.
Interment will follow in the Horn Cemetery in the
Olive community.
Visitation will be tonight. Wednesday, after 5
p.m. at the funeral home. Jameson died Saturday,
Feb. 5, 2011, at 11:30 a.m. at her home in Benton.
Born April 8. 1942 in Highland Park, Mich..
* * * "APEEggn
she was a homemaker and worked at the Paducah
War Calloway Taxpayar:
Auto Auction. She was also a member of the
Olive Missionary Baptist Church.
The Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway County
In addition to her parents, Nick Nixon and Lois
,r,
Jameson
(The Tea Party Movement) will hold their next meetLucille (Chester) Nixon, she was preceded in
ing on Thursday, February 10, at 6:00pm in the large
death by her husband, Robert Warren Jameson.
She is survived by one daughter. Lucy Jameson of Murray; four * meeting room of the Main Street Library with Dr.
* Winfield Rose, political science professor at MSU.
sons, David Jameson of Paducah, Lynn Jameson of Benton, Ross
Jameson of Benton, and Jamie Jameson of Independence; nine. He will be reviewing the Federal District Judge .
grandchildren, Terry, Kathrine, Jessie. Kayce. Ian, Andrea, Travis, IR Vincent of Florida's decision handed down recently
Jeff and Morgan; three great-grandchildren; four brothers, Terry
declaring Obamacare unconstitutional, and other hot
Nixon of St. Louis, Mo., Doug Nixon of Tucson, Ariz., Rick Nixon
i questions on the front burner, according to Dan
of Redding. Calif., and Art Nixon of Dallas, Texas; and two sisters, liti Walker, program chairman.
LaVerna Nixon of Redding. and Norma DeChiro of Albany, N.Y.
The public is invited to attend.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Marshall County iI
Relay For Life, do CFSB, Attn: Cindy Gay, P.O. Box 467, Benton.
KY 42025. Online condolences may be made at www.collierfuner- I, --The Concerned Taxpayers(Tea Party Movement)
alhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the Collier Funeral
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Buying or Selling Stock?
Call the professionals at Hilliard Lyons.

11

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Cinsultants 1-19
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 420/1
270 753 3356 ' 800 444 1854
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Special Olympics to hold track
and field sign-up Thursday
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The Murray/Calloway County Special
Olympic delegation will hold sign-ups for the
upcoming track and field season Thursday.
Feb. 10, at Pagliai's Pizza at 6 p.m. Following
a brief meeting, the group will attend the
MSL basketball game. All interested athletes,
‘oluntegrs and unified partners are encouraged to attend. For more information, call
Laura Miller at 1270) 293-9054.
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Zetas cancel meeting

The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club has canceled their regularly scheduled
meeting for Thursday. Feb. 10, at 2 p.m. due to inclement weather.
They will meet again in March.

Polar Plunge to host rebate night
The Murray-Calloway County Special Olympic Polar Plunge team
is hosting a rebate night, tonight. Wednesday. Feb. 9. from 5-8 p.m.
at Captain D's, Murray.

Weather-spotting class to be held
The annual Sky warn weather-spotting class will be held Thursday,
Feb. 10, at 6:30 p.m. in the Freed Curd Auditorium, Industry &
Technology Building at Murray State University. No fees or pre-registration required. The class will be taught by Christine Wielgos of
the Paducah National Weather Service office and will be approximately three hours long. For more information, contact Bill Call,
Emergency Management Directoi, 293-0068.

Concerned Taxpayers will meet
The Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway County (Tea Party
Movement) will meet Thursday. Feb. 10. at 6 p.m. in the large meeting room of the Calloway County Public Library with Dr. Winfield
Rose, political science professor at MSU. He will review Florida's
Federal District Judge Vincent's decision handed down recently
declaring Obamacare unconstitutional and also discuss other questions, according to Dan Walker, program chairman.

liege

CCHS cheerleaders hosts supper
The Calloway County High -hod Cheerleaders will host a chili
supper Friday, Feb. It. at 5 p. in the high school cafeteria. Cost is
S5/adults, $3/children 10 and der. Double header against Marshall
County will follow. All are in ted to join in support of the Lakers.

Kindermusik set4 winter/spring classes
Kindermusik, the world's ading music and movement program
for children, announces its inter/spring registration and classes to
begin Tuesday. Feb. 15, in urray. Classes offered are Village, newborns to 1 1/2 years; Our me, 1 1/2 to 3 years: and Imagine That,
3-5 years. For more inforation, call(270)753-3763 or(270)9780663 or visit www.kimbq'lyandlinda.kindermusik.net.

Murray half inarathon,5K to be held
The Murray-Callow Endowment for Healthcare will host the
first Murray Half Mashon and 5K to be held Saturday, April 16, at
7 a.m. Register onl4e at www.runwalkmurray.org or by calling
(270)762-1800 or(10)762-1908.

ECA holdsfundraiser Saturday
Eastwood Chris4n Academy's senior class will hold a book sale
fundraiser Saturd4, Feb. 26. from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the gymnasium, 2191 State [trine 94 east. Hundreds of books available in various genres Mauling many first editions and children's book. All
books SI or le*. All proceeds benefit the senior class trip to
Washington, D.Q.

Photo provided

WEARING RED: West Kentucky Community and Technical College faculty, staff and students
celebrated American Heart Association's National Wear Red Day, Feb. 4. This day is designed
to draw attention to the importance of heart health by encouraging Americans to show support
by wearing red. Pictured from left seated, are Blair Travis, Tammy Thompson, Shanice
McKinney and Angela Williams, Middle row are Deborah Pape, Barbara Maxey and Sandy
Tucker, Standing from left are Ken Bradshaw. Tammy Potter. Carol Driver, Johanna Zeiler,
John Carrico, Maia Incl, Barbara Veazey_ Sally Runt Beverly Quimby, Kay Travis, Gail
Bachuss, Sandra Bowen, Steve Freeman, Linda Moore and Betty Myrick.

MSU offers online computer degree
Special to the Ledger
The College of Business, in
cooperation with Continuing
Education
and
Academic
Outreach . at Murray State
University. will offer an online
area in computer information
systems with a business-centered option beginning in the
fall.
As part of Murray State's 2 +
2 program, the online delivery is
one of three ways to earn a
degree in computer information
systems. Students may take
courses online or at the regional
campuses through interactive

Special to the Ledger
LOS ANGELES. Calif. - The
Board of Trustees, President
Chrysostomos L. Nikias. and
the faculty of the University of
California announce the graduation of David Benjamin

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics ¢krionymous will meet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
St. John's EOscopal Church. For information, call 753-8419 or 1
(877)447-2014.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
TOPS (Take Ott Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information. call Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.

Robertson of Murray.
Robertson completed with a
Bachelor of Arts degree in cinema-television and a Bachelor of
Arts degree in psychology. He is
also a graduate of the Thematic
Honors Program. He is currently working as an intern at

Lionsgate Studios in Santa
Monica,
Calif..
and
in
Nickelodeon
Studios
Hollywood, Calif.
Robertson is the son or Don
and Jeanie Robertson and is a
graduate of Calloway County
High School.

FUMC to host event Saturday
United Methodist Women of
First
United
Murray's
Methodist Church, 503 Maple,
will host the mission study."Joy
to the World," Saturday. Feb.

12. from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
All women - teenagers and up are invited to attend. Dr. Greg
Waldrop. pastor of Fountain
Methodist
Avenue United

Church in Paducah, will lead the
study. Registration and morning
brunch will begin at 8:30 a.m.
Lunch will also be served. There
is no cost.

Welcome s...

DingNiOso
urser

VFW Post 6191 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday. Feb. 10,
at 7 p.m. at th6 National Guard Armory on 121 N. For more information, call flnoy Barrow at 978-1052.
Overeaters Anonymous,a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating proble0s, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist C rch, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information.
call Marcia a4247-74l4 or Jim at 623-8850.

my and that there is a growth in
the demand for people with
technical and business skills.
Murray State's business programs are accredited by
AACSB—The Association to
Advance Collegiate Schools of
Business.
Stephanie Totty, business
administration adviser and offcampus coordinator for the
College of Business, will serve
as the adviser for the program.
For more information, contact
Totty at(270)809-4196 or via email at stephanie.totty@murraystate.edu.

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852

Ualutfing 4
1 Otui
Mara

Terri Walston &. Emily Carraway
to the esign Staff.
Available Niondav, 111(ii 1,1N & Saturak

* Red Dogwood
* Garden Decor
* Gift Cards

10 am-4 pm
Other (Li'.

, Open: Tues.-Fri. 9-4
Sal 9-3

onk.

1406 N. 12th Suite 0• Murray •753-4700

IF YOU NAVE AN EVENT TO ANNOUNCE
CALL US AT 153-1916

The knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Callowv.y County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome. For more information, call Dot at 7534803.

Now Open at Trends 'N Treasures...

The king of casual-luxe sportswear
MiChael Kors. has been designing women.
clothes for 30 years
Ho designs are for longesity and coin
Ion. clothes that will make you happy and
that are made so well you can live in them
Some or his ads ice for dressing are
1 -The age rules are foolish. Don't ekes,
to no with y011t age Dress to go with your
body So much depends on self image
2 -Slop hiding behind your clothes
They need to be the Wile shape as you
DrAI'l wear an hourglass dress if you are
straight up and down, bur wear one it you're
curvy Not being aware of your shape causes
the biggest mistakes
3 -The minute you put on 34-length of
bracelet sleeses. your arms will kiol, longer
and nunner WhA woman hates their wrists r
4 "How es er. women do hare then
ankles A sery high heel or wedge with a thin
ankle strap will always slim your ankles
5 "If you have broad shoulders. don
Hat them A halter neck top or .1 racer bask
h. is your best menu "
11CW ups were taken from ail anicle in
irt Shit- magazine
Lois of new Spring Tribal has arnsed a,
well as many other of your tayonte brands
Our February Sweetheart promotion is in
full swing Be Mill 10 COM 01 And regtste:
for a free pair ot !cans ol your choice Iron,
OK Kelley, also gifts from Tumbleweed
Chen Theatre, and Hail and Beyond
Congratulation, to Ian BAlleti who won
this week's give-away 01 Nom Morgan
hand cream
Friend us on tacebook or register in Me
In tor our weekly giseaway Final
clearance - Fall and Winter h5 SO% 'It'
Stay tuned to nest weeks fun and trohhsr
rcrort Register for the Valentine Scasenge,
Hunt - troth us rind other participating doge,
PS L1111111 lone !rnAlf
we hose wonderful gin ideas tor Valentine ,
114,
,
r`s
oar) WI 85.41
I.:4111/11TE
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FULL 'SERVICE FLORIST, SPECIALIZING IN FRESH FLOWERS,

:1111 N I V h Street Murray.
750-2100

SILK DESIGNS, GIF'TS AND BALLOONS!

kloe-I i1 triate-5pm Sat inane-tyros CI
%iiniragerr..e..4 am

today to pre-order 270.761.6009
Located at 1306-H South 12th St., Iktirr ay, KY.

305 South 1201•Mune', KY •753.7441
www.dkkolley.com
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Special to the Ledger
During the
month of
February, the Mayfield/Graves
County Art Guild and Ice House
Gallery will kick off the 2011
exhibition schedule with a show
of photography by the JacksonPurchase
Photography
Enthusiasts Group, also known
as JPEG.
According to their Facebook
page. "JPEG exists to educate
the membership and the public
in better photography. The club
is comprised of people who
love photography. Most members are hobbyists, along with a
growing number pursuing a
career in photography."
This exhibition represents a
range of interests and photographic techniques. Ice House
Gallery director Shane Gregory
said,"We have seen an increase
in the interest in photography.
With the availability of digital
cameras and the immediacy of
the image, as opposed to the old
film cameras, it is an ideal artform for those who have the
desire to be creative."
JPEG meets the second
Monday each month His House
Ministries. The show runs from
Feb. 1-26. Call the Ice House at
(270) 247-6971 or e-mail icehouseartsgatt.net for more
information.

Robertson named as USC graduate

VFW Poft 6291 to meet Thursday

Overears'Anonymous to meet

television, according to Dr.
Victor Raj. chairman of the
Department
of Computer
Science
and
Information
Systems.
All upper-level courses, a total
of 48 hours, are offered online.
This is the second degree program in the College of Business
to be offered totally online. The
other is the degree in business
administration.
Students can also take the
technology-centered option but
will have to take classes at
Murray State. Raj noted that the
graduates in this area are able to
find jobs even in a down econo-

JPEG
opens
exhibit

O
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PREP BASKETBALL

LOUISVILLE
BASKETBALL

Deese scores 29, Tigers roll past Mayfield
A R MSTRONG SCORES 2,000TH POINT IN
LADY TIGER WIN OVER MAYFIELD
Staff Report
Kendall Deese scored 29 points
Tuesday night, as the Murray High
Tigers defeated Mayfield 63-46 in a
game originally scheduled for Monday
that was moved back due to inclement
weather.
Murray High jumped out to an early
17-9 lead, and never looked back,
outscoring the Cardinals 20-11 in the
third quarter to put the game out of

reach.
Cedric Cherry added 17 points in
the win, while senior guard Marie
Foster also reached double-digits with
13.
The Tigers shot 20-for-30 from twopoint range in the victory.
Mayfield was led in scoring by junior forward Trey Whitnell with 10,
while Luke Guhy and Justin Copeland
each added nine.

Murray will return to action Friday
night, with a 7:30 p.m. showdown with
Central
at
Tiger
Livingston
Gymnasium.
•In other news,Calloway County's
scheduled Tuesday night boys game
against Carlisle County has been
moved to Thursday.
Tip-off is set for 7730 p.m. at Jeffrey
Gymnasium
Lady Tigers 66, Lady Cardinals 27
Sian House had a double-double
with 18 points and 14 rebounds
Tuesday night, as the Murray High
Lady Tigers defeated Mayfield 66-27

in a make-up game from Monday
night.
The Lady Tigers opened the game
up 17-4, and led 36-24 by halftime.
Sophomore point guard Janssen
Starks added 13 points and eight assists
in the win, while junior Haley
Armstrong and freshman Kalai Trice
each added 10.
Sophomore
forward
Aaliyah
Lumson led the way for Mayfield with
eight points.
In the victory. Armstrong scored her
•See MURRAY, 7

MSU BASKETBALL

ED REINKE

AP

Louisville's Chris Smith celebrates a game against DePaul in
Louisville Saturday.

Little
brothers
turning
heads for
Cards, Irish
SMITH FINE WITH
BEING COMPARED TO
NBA BROTHER
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Wnter
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Chris
Smith hears it every day. On the court. On
his Facebook page. On his Twitter
account.
Over the years the Louisville sophomore guard has learned to tune out the
taunts.
He's not as good as older brother J.R.
Smith, the athletic swingman for the
NBA's Denver Nuggets. Chris is fine with
it, though that wasn't always the case.
"When I was younger. I would get
caught up in the hype like you've got to
do a spectacular dunk, your brother was
on ESPN last night," said the younger
Smith, who is averaging 9.8 points for the
16th-ranked Cardinals. "Now it really
doesn't matter. He's doing his thing. I do
my own thing."
So are college basketball's other little
brothers who are stepping out of the shadows cast by their more NBA siblings one
basket at a time.
Like Chris Smith, Notre Dame's Ben
Hansbrough and Duke's Seth Curry have
spent their lives reading about the
exploits of their older brothers in the
NBA and facing the inevitable comparisons. Smith and Hansbrough can compare notes on Wednesday before the
Cardinals(18-5,7-3 Big East)take on the
Irish (19-4. 8-3).
All the younger siblings have worked
to be accepted for who they are, showing
that losing countless games of 1-on-1
growing up can eventually pay off.
Ben Hansbrough lacks older brother
Tyler's 6-foot-9 frame or his AllAmerican accolades. The Notre Dame
senior guard, however, does possess a little bit of the fire that made Tyler, now a
reserve forward for the Indiana Pacers,
one of the greatest players in North
Carolina history.
"There's one thing I've taken away
from him is his work ethic and dedication
to his game," Ben Hansbrough said. "I
have been able to translate that into my
game. He's taught me that talent is nothing if you don't put in the work."
Though Ben doesn't have "Psycho T'
persona that made his brother beloved at
North Carolina and despised just about
everywhere else, he can be a showman in
his own right.
During a loss to Kentucky in
December, Ben Hansbrough got in a
rhythm and hit a series of deep 3-pointers
After drilling a 25-footer he turned to the
decidedly pro-Kentucky crowd ai
Freedom Hall in Louisville and mimicked
putting a pistol back in its holster.
"Why not have fun with it Why not
enjoy the time you're out there?" Ben
Hansbrough said.
Even if it means enduring relentless
heckling about being the runt of the litter,
if being 6-3 qualifies as a runt. Ben
Hansbrough doesn't take offense. He's
•See BROTHERS,7
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Staff Report
A season alter La
2010
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To
Championship, Ja
State has been tabbe
preseason favorite f
team league in a v
Valley Conference
coaches.
In
addition
Tennessee Tech jsen
American outf Idei
Oberacker was 4iam
Preseason Play of
while Eastern Ilinoi
hurler Mike doeks
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of the Year.
Murray Stie was !
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pered by eighth-year h
Rob McDpnald, did
American first base'
Cunningham, but retur
more shortstop Brand(
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.347 with!59 hits, 41 rt
RBI in 43 games.
For the third year
last season Murray St:
league in complete j
with five of those cot
lefty Jake Donze. Dot
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up 71 strikeouts in 83
of work.
The Racers open d
Feb. 18 at North
Asheville.

picasod
ELT KIGHT

Murray State head coach Billy Kennedy and junior forward Ivan Aska walk off the Dunn Center floor victorious after a
Peay on Saturday in Clarksville, Tenn. The Racers host Tennessee Tech Thursday night at 7:30 p.m.

For the Ledger

-58 win over Austin

True to their word
SINCE JAN. 20 LOSS TO
EASTERN ILLINOIS, RACERS HAVE
REVERSED SCRIPT
By TOMMY DILUIRD
Sports Editor
From a standpoint of what it meant
for Murray State's position in the Ohio
Valley Conference, the Racers haven't
notched any two bigger wins this season than back-to-back victories at
Tennessee State and Austin Peay last
week.
But to head coach Billy Kennedy,
the most impressive 'W' his squad has
earned recently came Monday on the
road against lowly Eastern Illinois (815, 4-9 OVC),a team that beat MSU at
the CFSB Center on Jan. 20 but has lost

five games since.
On the opposite side of the spectrum
are the Racers, who have won six
straight and seem to have shaken off
some of the issues that plagued the
team early in conference play.
It was after that Jan. 20 loss to the
Panthers that Kennedy questioned his
team's attitude and effort, and players
vowed that it — an uninspired performance against an undermatched opponent — wouldn't happen again.
So far, they've stuck to their word.
Kennedy has taken notice, praising the
exact things he criticized after his

Up Next
Tennessee Tech at
Murray State
When: 7 30 p m Thursday
Where: CFSB Center
Radio. WFGS 103 7 FM
Records 110 13.10 (9-5 OVC) MSU 18.6
110 3 OVC(
Series record: Mal leads 118-46
Last meeting: MSU won 92-85 on Jan 15 in
Cookevale

team's last game against Eastern
Illinois.
The Racers got better from the first
half to the second half, adjusted to
EIU's frustrating zone defense, and
limited their turnovers in the second
half Monday.
"The Eastern Illinois game, I was
more impressed with that win than the

other two (TSU an PSU). no question," the fifth- r coach said
Tuesday. "It was our hird game in six
days, playing agains4a team that had
beaten us earlier in 4e year, playing
against a style of pla that's tough ID
play against.
"I was really proud our effort in
that game."
Munay State has n won 14 of its
last 16 games. Its two! ses have come
by one point to EIU d two points
against Austin Peay, bo at home. The
Racers have won eight traight games
on the road.
Kennedy admits he inetimes forgets these statistics, nd it hasn't
always come easily for t e Racers. But
he also likes the way his, team is play•See RACERS,I

COLLEGE BASKETBALL: KENTUCKY 73.TENNESSEE 61

Kentucky rips past Tennessee in Pearl's return
ED REINKE

AP

Kentucky's
Josh
Harrellson
reacts after
making a basket during the
second half
against
Tennessee
Tuesday
night
Harrellson
had 16 points
and
six
rebounds in
the win.

LIGGINS GOES FOR
CAREER-HIIM 19 POINTS
WILL ORPMF3
AP Sports Wnter
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — Tennessee coach
Bruce Pearl was back in his usual spot, roaming the
sideline for the Volunteers on Tuesday night against
No. 18 Kentucky in his trademark creamsicle blazer
following an eight-game suspension for lying to the
NCAA about the program's recruiting practices.
"It feels like normal, it's good to get yelled at,"
Pearl said.
Getting beat? Not so much.
DeAndre Liggins tied a career-high with 19
points and the Wildcats ruined Pearl's return to the
bench with a 73-61 victory.
Josh Harrellson added 16 points as the Wildcats
(17-6, 5-4 Southeastern ('onference) broke a modest
two-game losing streak by burying the Volunteers
with a big run in each half.
Kentucky coach John ('alipan said the Wildcats
were in 'crisis after consecutive losses to

Mississippi and No. 17 Honda last week, the first
losing streak het endured in six years. He stressed
the need for his team, particularly the upperclassmen, to play with some urgency after slipping into a
tie for last place in the competitive SEC East.
Hoping to instil some toughness he had the
Wildcats don boxins gloves in practice, where they
worked the heavy biv with regularity.
"I showed them how to jab," Calipan said.
"You've got to be routh. You've got to he willing to
tight. You can't let pecVle take our stuff."
Certainly not the Vokinteers, who survived Pearl's
eight-game reprimand ky SE(' commissioner Mike
Slive just fine. They woo five of their eight conference games with Pearl watching on TV. It was difficult being away from his play ars. Watching them get
outmuscled by the Wildcats. Isiwever, wasn't much
better.
Kentucky dominated the mass, outrebounding
Tennessee 18-28,often ripping tilIs out of the hands
of a Tennessee player who seemt to have it secured.
"In the area (Kentucky) ha to win. which 1
•See WILDCATS\
7

KHSA
applie
new
overtir
procedi

Staff Rept*
The Kentucky Hi
Athletic Association
Control voted Monda3
the soccer overtime
for KHSAA matches.
Boys'and girls' sot
es tied after regulatii
resolved using new
overtime procedures
with the 2011-12 se
The Kentucky nig
Athletic Association
control approved a inc
regular meeting on M
will apply a uniform
procedure, depending
of contest.
For regular season
trict matches, any cot
tied after regulation v
pair of five-minute sui
ry periods. If the wini
been determined by th
teams will then go
kicks to determine a v
For regular seam
merits where team,
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conclusion of regulati,
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mined, the two team
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Staff Moon
A season after cla ing the
2010
OVC
Trnament
Championship, Ja sonville
State has been tabbe the 2011
preseason favorite lt the nine'
team league in a vje of Ohio
Valley Conference lead baseball
coaches.
voting,
additions
In
Tennessee Tech senior AllAmerican outf lder Chad
Oberacker was iamed OVC
Preseason Play of the Year
while Eastern Alhnois junior
hurler Mike doekstra was
tabbed OVC Ieseason Pitcher
of the Year.
Murray St4e was picked to
finish sixthj behind JSU.
lissouri State,
Southeast
Tennessee T 'h. Eastern Illinois
and Eastern Kentucky.
After losing on the first day
of the OVC Tournament last
year. Munro State won three
games in ti row and led in the
next game before falling just one
game short of the championship
round.
The Thoroughbreds, skippered by eighth-year head coach
Rob McDonald. did lose AllAmericam first baseman Wes
Cunningham. but returns sophomore shortstop Brandon Elliott,
who Was kn ()VC All-Freshman
selection last season after hitting
.347 with'59 hits, 41 runs and 25
RBI in 45 games.
For the third year in a row
last season Murray State led the
league in complete games (8)
with five of those coming from
lefty Jake Donze. Donze. a senior. won six games and racked
up 71 strikeouts in 83.2 innings
of work.
The Racers open their season
Feb. 18 at North CaroliaaAsheville.

Staff Report
Jenna Knott. a freshman at
Murray State and a member of
the MSU Clay Target Club. won
trophies in 10 of the 15 events
she shot at the 2011 Dixie
Grand American Trap Shooting
Tournament
Championship
which ended Jan. 31.
The tournament was held at
the Silver Dollar Gun and Golf
Club near Clearwater, Fla.
Knott was also runner-up in
the Ladies High All Around.
scoring 374 out of 400 and was
winner of the ladies High
Overall with 927/1000. She
won more events than any other
competitor in any category and
won events in all three of the
trap shooting disciplines — singles, handicap and doubles.
She is from Glasgow. though
her parents are natives of
Calloway County. Her father.
Kenny, is No. 4 on the
•
Kentucky State Trap Shooting
Team.
Knott was the recipient of a
four-year ATA (American
photo provided
Association)
Trapshooting
scholarship in 2010. MSU has Murray State student Jenne Knott (left) poses with her
two women on ATA scholar- father, Kenny, a Calloway County native. Knott won 10
ships.
trophies at the 2011 Dixie Grand American Trap Shooting
The MSU Clay Target Club
Championship with the MSU Clay Target Club.
is in its third year and has 12
active members. The purpose of phere for members and promote Col leg late Competition this
the organization is to provide responsible firearms handling spring in San Antonio, Texas,
with the other 54 collegiate
opportunities for members to and shooting safety.
improve their shooting skills.
The 2011 goal of the team is teams.
MSU coaches are Marilyn
allow members to compete in to acquire necessary funding to
intercollegiate shooting compe- compete at various invitational and Randall Miller of Mayfield.
titions and events, provide a meets with other university and the faculty advisor is Dr.
recreational shooting atmos- teams and compete at the ACUI David Brasfield.

Retired Judge
David C. Buckingham

2:00 • 8:00 pm
S 2500 1st plate
Top 10 Paid
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David King

1300 Johnson Bled.•270-753-8355
SCOREBOARD

Prep Boys Basketball
Tuesday
Graves Co 64 Ballard Memorial 42
Lyon Co 48 Lone Oak 43
Murray 63 Mayfield 46
Today
Lone Oak at Heath 7 30 p m
- all games subtect to cancellation
Prep Girls Basketball
Tuesday
Ballard Memonal 49 Graves Co 37
Lone Oak 68 Lyon Co 66
Marshall Co 77 Community Christian
44
Murray 66 Mayfield 27
Today
Lone Oak at Heath 6 p m
to cancellation
subtect
all games
State Basketoall
Tuesday
Kentucky 73 fennessee 61
Today
L outsville at Notre Darne 7 p m
F SPNU
National Basketball Association
Al' Tunes CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
21
I Pct GB
-38 13 745
Boston
26 24 520 111 2
New York
14
24 27 471
Philactelph,a
15 37 288 231 2
New Jersey
14 38 269 2412
Toronto
Southeast Division
L Pot GB
IV
38 14 731
Mtarnt
5
33 19 635
Atlanta
512
623
20
33
Orlando
22 29 431 1512
Chaflotte
24
13 37 260
Washington
Central Division
lPct GB
W
34 16 680
Chicago
21 28 429 1212
irrdraria
14
20 30 400
Milwaukee
16
19 33 365
Detroit
27
8 44 154
Cleveland

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
L Pct GB
43
13 843
San Antonio
7
36 15 706
Dallas
12
32 21 604
New Orleans
1612
519
26
28
Memphis
25 29463 1912
Houston
Northwest Division
L Pot G8
W
33 18 647
Oklahoma City
3
31 22 585
Utah
30 22 577 312
Denver
28 24 538 512
Portland
13 39 250 2012
Minnesota
Pacific Division
L Pct GB
W
36 16692
LA Lakers
24 25 490 1012
Phoenix
13
22 28 440
Golden State
19 32 373 161 2
LA Clippers
22
12 36 250
Sacramento
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia 117 Atlanta 83
Orlando 101 LA Clippers 85
San Anton.° 100 Deiroc 89
Miami 117 Indiana 112
Milwaukee 92 Toronto 74
Memphis 105 Oklahoma City 101 OT
Minnesota 112 Houston 108
Wednesdays Garnet
Detroa at Cleveland 6 a m
Charlotte at Indiana 6 p m
New Orleans at New Jersey 60 in
Orlando at Philadelphia 6 p in
San Antonio at Toronto 6 p m
Mtlwaukee at Washington 6 p m
L A Clippers at New York 6 30 p in
Chicago at Utah 8 p m
Dallas at Sacramento 9 p m
Derver al Golden State 9 30 p m
Thursday's Games
L A Lakers at Boston 8 p m
Golden Stale at Phoenix 8 p m
Dallas at Denver 9 30 pin

•Murray
From Page 6
2.000h career point, adding to
her total which already tops
Murray High's all-time scoring
list.
Likewise. last Thursday
night, Starks scored her 1.000th

•Wildcats

KHS AA
applies
new
overtime
procedure

•

COAREll EtCIAlPrEP

Knott brings home trophies
for Murray State club

from the field, turned it over 14
From Page 6
thought was the area of tough- times and never got closer than
ness and rebounding, I thought five points over the game's final
30 minutes.
they did win." Pearl said.
It was more than enough to
Kentucky played arguably its
best game against a quality oppo- put a damper on Pearl's muchnent in over a month, thanks in anticipated return to work.
Pearl said Monday he was
part to the presence of former star
John Wall. now playing for the ready to get back on the bus,jok_Washington Wizards. Wall sat ing Slive actually wanted to sus,,..u.aurt.side during the.lame and pend himlor.1,0 games but shortjoined the team in the locker ened it th eight after seeifig
PRE"'St
thorn, providing words of wis- Tennessee played at Kentucley
and Honda this week.
dom.
Pearl was smiling when he
Whatever he said, it seemed to
have an effect on Liggins. 'The said it. The smile faded quickly
junior guard came in averaging once he walked onto the Rupp
5.0 points on 29 percent shooting Arena court, perhaps because of
over the last five games, but a well-prepared student section
dominated play on both ends of that featured a handful of signs
the floor. He made 5 of 6 field hinting at Pearl's NCAA trouble.
Tennessee's play early in the
goals and 7 of 8 free throws
while adding five rebounds and first half did little to lift his
mood. Kentucky overcame a
five steals.
Harrellson. chided by Calipari slow start, making five of its first
for inconsistent play after appear- six 3-pointers build a 191rioint
Staff Report
of a break- lead even with point guard
The Kentucky High School ing to be on the verge
scored 12 Brandon Knight spending the Iasi
ago,
month
a
through
Athletic Association Board of
the second half includ- 9:28 on the bench saddled with
Control voted Monday to change points in
two big putbacks on offen- two fouls.
the soccer overtime procedures ing
Hopson soon followed after
rebounds.
sive
for KHSAA matches.
Danus collecting his second foul, but
Josh.
if
"Obviously
Boys'and girls soccer match(Miller) and DeAndre play like Pearl sent him back out to keep
es tied after regulation will be
this, it's much easier." Calipari Tennessee in it. His presence
revised
newly
resolved using
seemed to calm down the
said.
overtime procedures beginning
led Tennessee Volunteers and they ended the
Goins
Melvin
with the 2011-12 school year.
(15-9. 5-4) with 16 points and half on a 14-2 run to get within
The Kentucky High School
Scony Hopson had 11 after miss- 35-28.
of
Board
Association
Athletic
While the students were givtwo games with a left ankle
ing
control approved a measure at its
never ing Pearl an eyeful. the fans
Volunteers
the
but
injury
regular meeting on Monday that
directly behind the Tennessee
got going.
will apply a uniform tie-breaker
"I don't think everybody came bench gave him an earful. Pearl
procedure, depending on the type
to play today." Tennessee center asked security to get involved as
of contest.
Brian Williams said. "I don't he walked off the court at halfFor regular season seeded diswe were on the same page. time and his assistants appeared
think
trict matches, any contest that is
We had a game plan and we did- to exchange words with several
tied after regulation will go to a
people in Kentucky gear
n't stick to it at all."
pair of five-minute sudden victojust 41 percent moments before the second halt
shot
Tennessee
ry periods. If the winner has not
been determined by then, the two
teams will then go to penalty
kicks to determine a winner..
For regular season tournaments where teams advance
through bracket play and a winner must be determined for subsequent play. the two teams will
go directly to penalty kicks at the
conclusion of regulation.
announces
All other regular season contests will continue to end with
ties.
the opening of his law practice
For postseason matches, any
regulaafter
tied
contest that is
and that he is now affiliated with
tion will go to a pair of fiveminute sudden victory periods. If
the winner has not been determined. the two teams will then
go to penalty kicks.

Texas Hold'Em
Tourney
Saturday, February 19th

Wednesday. February 9.24)11 • 7

started.
Pearl said he didn't mind the
taunts. The language, however.
was another issue.
The razzing, however, turned
into a roar as Kentucky used a
16-3 surge early in the second
half to grab a 51-33 lead and put
the first oncourt turbulence of
Calipari's short tenure firmly in
the rearview mirror.
"I put on the board: refuse to
lose," Cahn:in said. "Figure out a
way. .. We played really smart
down the stretch."

career point against Marshall
County, and a ceremony will be
held for both between the girls
and boys varsity games on
Tiger
at
night
Friday
Gymnasium.

•Brothers
From Page 6
been the runt his entire life. It
never stopped him from jumping
in whenever Tyler and Greg —
the oldest of the three
Hanstwough boys — started mix-

ing it up.
"There was plenty of fighting
going on in that house," Ben
Hansbrough said. "That's pan of
what made me what I sin, my
toughness and personality."
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RACERS V-S. TENNESSEE TECH •
THURSDAY, 7:30 P.M. • CFSB CENT.R

SCHEDULE
r

DATE
'1-12

i11-20
•
.11-28
.12_1
12-4

i12-8
12-11
•12-16
:12-19
*12-21
.12-30
1-2
1-6
1-8
1-13
1-15
1-20
1-22
1-27
1-29
2-3
2-5
2-7
2-10
2-12
2-14

• 2-19
2-22
2-26

OPPONENT TIME/RESULT
at N Carolina St L. 82-69
at East Tenn. St
L. 73-60
at Michigan St.
L. 73-55
SLLEDAPFEENALE W, 78-65
at Jacksonville St W, 64-62
HIGH POINT
L. 80-69
LIPSCOMB
L. 98-94
HIWASSEE
W. 113-42
E ILLINOIS
W,65-64
SE MISSOURI ST. L. 77-75
CRDALEYSFCGE W, 106-44
BLUEFIELD
W, 74-56
at Morehead St.
L, 76-64
at E Kentucky
W, 78-66
TENN -MARTIN W, 109-105
MURRAY ST.
L, 92-85
at Austin Peay
W. 71-68
at Tennessee St
L. 71-65
at Eastern Iftinots W, 77-74
at SE Missouri St. W. 93-86
E. KENTUCKY
W, 63-54
MOREHEAD ST L. 76-60
AUSTIN PEAY
W. 70-64
at Murray St.
7:30
6:00
at Tenn.-Martin
TENNESSEE ST.
7:00
GARDNER-WEBB'
730
at S. III.-Edwardsyi:le 8:00
JACKSONVILLE ST 7:30

• - ESPN BracketE3,iste, game

MINS'
STANDINGS
OVC(Over)

. School
Murray State
Morel eat) State
Tennessee Tech
A!rstitt
Tennessee State
Eas•.?,rn Kerrt.tcky
SE Missouri State
• Eastetn filtttots

Tennessee-Martin
Jacksonville State

10-3 (18-6)
9-4 117-8)
9-5 (13-10)
9-5 (15-11)
8-6 (11-13)
7-6 (13-11)
5-8 (7-17)
4-9 (8-15)
3-10 (8-17)
3-11 (5-20)

Thursday. Feb. 10
• SE Missouri St at Eastern Kentucky,
• 6 30 p m
• Eastern Illinois at Morehead St . 6 45
pm
Tennessee Tech at Murray St . 7 30 p.m
I Jacksonvile Sr at Tenn -Martin 7 30
pin

Saturday, Feb. 12
Tennessee Tech at Tenn -Martin 6 p m
'Eastern Illinois at Eastern Kentucky 6
pm
SE Missouri St at Morehead St 6 15
m
Tennessee St at Austin Peay 730 p in
Jacksonville St at Murray St 7 30 p m

Racers hope to avoid shootout
with fast-paced Tenn. Tech SCHEDULE
From Page 6
ing with three OVC weekends remaining before the tournament.
"We're playing well," he
said.
"We've
certainly
improved from earlier in the
year. Our post guys are carrying
us now. (Opponents) are doubling our post guys, and our
guards are stepping up. and
that's the mark of a good team."
While taking care of their
own business Monday. Murray
State got some help from Austin
Peay and Tennessee State, both
of whom suffered losses, to
Tech
and
Tennessee
Jacksonville State. respectively.
Those losses certainly help
out the Racers in terms of
securing one of the conference's top two slots and a bye
into the semifinals of the tournament — MSU is now oneand-a-half games up on the
Governors and two-and-a-half
up on the Tigers.
Second-place
Morehead
State lurks a game back of the
Racers and has won five consecutive.
Kennedy says he's certainly
glad for the misforti.ne of
APSU and TSU, but it doesn't
make him any more comfortable, considering their losses
came at the hands of two teams
his bunch must face this weekend.
MSU's first priority
is
Thursday
night
opponent
Tennessee Tech, which engaged
the Racers in what oecame a
shootout in Cooketille on Jan.
15 with Murray State taking a
92-85 victory.
Kennedy says the frenetic
pace and offensive firepower of
the Golden Eagles, who are tied
with Austin Peay in third in the
league. make them dangerous,
case in point being the 31 points
the Racers allowed Kevin
Murphy earlier this season.
"They're an up-and-down

77-6T1
DATE OPPONENT TIME/RESUL
11-15 EAST TENN.ST W. 50-39
Mississippi

team, and that's dangerous
because they can
score."
Kennedy said. 'They're probably the best offensive team
we've played since we played
them last time. We've got to do
a good job on the defensive end,
and we've got to make baskets.
We shot the ball well at their
place. and that was the big key."
The
statistics
support
Kennedy's assessment of Till
— the Golden Eagles have the
top scoring offense in the OVC.
averaging 76.4 points per game.
and they rank first in field-goal
percentage, hitting 48 percent
of their shots. Murray State is
fourth at 46 percent.
Tennessee Tech also pulls
down more rebounds per game
— 37.9 — than anyone else in
the conference and has the second-best rebounding margin.
Murphy, the league's fourthbest scorer at 15.6 points per
game, and point guard Zac
Swansey. the OVC's assists
leader, are the main concerns
for Kennedy.

W, 55-52
WL. 584
65
6i-57520
9
L. 66-49
W. 74-72
L. 75-65
W. 73-65
W. 94-52
W EENTUCKY
W. 69-60
at Ann.-Martin
W, 66-54
S 1.4EDWAFCISALE W,'71-46
TENIIESSEE ST W, 64-53
AUSEN PEAY
L. 66-64
at Jactsonville St W. 71-62
at Tent. Tech
W, 92-85
EASTSIN ILL
L. 61-60
SE MISEOURI sr W. 96-58
at S_ 1.-BEwardsville W. 67-61
TENN.-MARTIN W. 92-75
at Tenne*.ee St W, 74-65
at Austin teay
W. 67-58
at EasternIlinois W. 66-53
TENNESSEE TECH 7 30
JACKSONMLLE ST. 7.30
at SE Missotri St
7
7::00
30
7:00
EVANSVILLE'
MOREHEAD ST.
8:00
E. KENTUCKY

111 111 --:2
221°
6
57‘RaSittENaMiL
nNv
ils°H;AfiD
'PPTi
11-28
'
klahoma St
1 2-- 15
2
*E.
BtHKEeLntucky
12-4
at/Morehead St.
12-11 aiThattanooga
12-18
12-21
12-30
1-6
1-8
1-13
1-15
1-20
1-22
1-26
1-29
2-3
2-5
2-7.
2-10
2-12
2-16
2-19
2-24
2-26

No. Player
P
Isacc Miles
G
1
B.J_ Jenkins
G
2 Edward Daniel F
3 Isaiah Canaan G
10 Jordan Burge G
11 Conte Poole
G
12 Shawn Jackson C
13 Brandon Garrett F
14 Picasso Sinmons G
22 Jeffery McClain F
F
32 Chris Griffin
33 Jewuan Long
G
42 Ivan Aska
F

•

STATISTICS
TOMMY DULLARD Ledger & Times

Tennessee Tech head coach Larry Sutton instructs his
team during the Golden Eagles' game against Murray
State Jan. 15 in Cookeville, Tenn.

81St
3 27
1 28
2 39
1212
2018
3 16
3 21
9 19
6 1
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IIERITAGE BANK.
VS.

NOTICE OF SA

TOP CHOICE FABRICKD

By virtue of a Judgment a:
I Loud on December 28. 20
Plaintiff in the approxim,
proceed to offer for N
Calloway County, Kentuck
February 11. 2011, at the I
lowing described property
more particularly describe
A 2 758 acre tract of land ,
in November 2007 and bei
the Murray-Calloway Ecor
in Plat Book 42. Page 20,
Southeast corner of the ini
Solar Drive in Murray. Ca
described OW

Beginning at the Northwe
being an Iron Pin & Cap #
Street i Ky Hwy 2075F an(
Permanent Access Easem*

Drivel as described in 13.8
I. Pg. 65, Slide 265 & Plat
ileing 60.00 feet South of
of the said Permanent ACC
Karen Workman property

Thence North 87 degrees I
feet along the South side c
Ihavei to an Iron Pin & CE
herein described Lot 1.A:1
boundary of Lot 1-A and
Development Corporation
729, Pg 9. Af9.• Minor*Subc
2356 with the following ca

Thence South 87 degrees
feet with the North Nom&
to an Iron Pin & Cap #349
known as Tract 2A 1 D.B.
2200, Thence South 01 deo
5)00 feet continuing with
PM & Cap #3499 set and I:
known as Tract 2A; Thenci
distance of 200.00 feet con,
to an Inin Pin & Cap g349
2075) approxiniately 30 fr,
ner of the herein descried I
parcel formerly known as 7
onds West for a distance of
Street Ky Hwy. 20751 to a
degrees 47 minutes 40 sec.
Along the East side of Nort
sing

Don't Miss A Thing!
Subscribe Today!

341100.110.0400
GOOD LUCK RACERSI

ed immediately so cone

Thence South 05 degrees 1
to an Iron Pin & Cap 1349
onds West for a distance o:
South 02 degrees 55 mime
Iron Pin & Cap 13499 set;
West for a distance of 8.97
03 degrees 06 minutes 571
Iron Pin & Cap 03499 wit;
l'in & Cap *3499 set in th.
property iD.B. 175, Crd. 2'

We've Got Ail
Your Local Sports
Covered...

1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray
753-1916 • www.murrayledger.corn

responsible for only on

insertion Any error shouk

WHOLESALE BUILDING
cALLOWAY COUNTY. KE
cITY(IF MI'RRAY, KEN'l

CI. /41 Wt
Sr 6-2 205
Sr 6-0 205
So 6-7 220
So 6-0 185
So. 5-11170
Jr. 6-3 190
Fr. 6-9 245
So. 6-9 205
Sr. 6-0 170
Sr. 6-6 230
Fr. 6-7 215
Jr. 6-1 180
Jr. 6-7 230

Player
Pt. RebAst TO
CANAAN, Isaiah 124 20 59 50
10 3 1 9 95 53
MILES, Isacc
101 '3 6 79 51
JENKINS B J
75 50 10 35
ASKA. Nan
6 7 45 10 31
DANIEL, Ed
MCCLAIN, Jettery6 0 38 11 31
POOLE. Donte 57 30 20 28
LONG. Jewuan 50 2836 26
JACKSON Shawn4 3 1 1 3 19

error Murray Ledger & Ti

CHARLES R T(X)N. and
S SMALL BUSINESS

- 76 Classic at Anaheim, Calif
• - ESPN BracketBuster game

CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS

IRER&TIMES

Aoverbsers are requeste

the first insertion of their.

ROSTER

No one is born a
good citizen
no
nation is born a
democracy. Rather,
both are processes
that continue to
evolve over a lifetime. Young people
must be included
from birth. A society
that cuts off from its
youth severs its lifeline.
—Kofi Annan
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above described propel
ways. restridions, and coni
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MURRAY, KY
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The aforementioned prope
Slit if sold on a credit of lir)
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lie paid in full within thir
interest at 12', per annum
payable in thirty ill()) days
;ional security All delimit
property shall be sold sube
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10 FREE
1 Topping Pizza 1 Topping Pizzas

Office Technology Specialists

Being the 941TM` real estate
hy deed from Murray-Calk
December 31. 2007. and of
County Court Clerk's 01110

Fhis 20th day of January.
Respectfully submitted.
StAX W PARKER
Starter Commissioner
'allowav Circuit Court

The Muri A N

It,,ard Of /4911

nubile hearing gin Wed

TOKENS

in the egaincil chambers of

12 & under

ter go can racing facility-80

N 5th Si to review the ft
Hines and Bruce Carter

invited to attend If furthe
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COPY FAX

PRINT

iilease contact the Murt

I 'Not good with any
'Not good with any
r ciattrs
other offer thru
I
other offer thru
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Contact Our Murray Area Representative:

Jeremy C. Bell
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Ncrepting Bids For Emend
System is currently adept
financial Niitements for a tr
June 30 2011 ib matey,. r
contact the financial man,
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270)753-5312 Murray
accepting bids through 31
IL 2011 at their office Inca
Murrai
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me first insertion ot their ads tor an,
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020
025
030
040
050
560
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
190

Lege 11011C.
Notice
Persons*
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Feuer!
Meld *snood
Pouliot, Wanted
Donestic 8 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Pans
Want To Buy
Arnclos For Sate
Apottances
Nome Furnishings
Antique.
Lawn & Cowden

190
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200
210
220
260
270
290
295
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
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Farm Equipment
Memo, EQUiptneril
Spots Eputpment
Firewood
Musicai
Mobile Morose Lots For Sale
Moto* Homes For Sate
Mob* Moines For Rent
Mottle Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
&penmen, For Rent
Psooms For Rent
Mouses For Rem
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets B Supplies
Livestock 8 SuPPlms
Public See
Land For Rent or Lease

430
415
440
445
450
455
460
475
490
495
490
495
500
510
520
5.10
560
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Reel Estate
Lase Property
Tots For Sale
Lott For Rent
Forms For See
Acreage
Manes For Sale
Motorcycles 8 ATS
Auto Parts
Spon the* lilehocres
Used Cars
trans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco 6 Strophes
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i rs.. i .i ,-,

Fn.100.
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gdn. 10 ant
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k 3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon t `,,,itieds go into Smart Sayer
, ,In, the ,Iir,t '0 relent or 50,1 154 sutlfrIl!.1 matter
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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010
Legal
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00384
HERITAGE BANK,
VS

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

TOP CHOICE FABRICATORS UNLIMITED, LLC,
CHARLES R. TOON. and wife. MELISSA TOON,
U S SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,
WHOLESALE BUILDING MATERIALS.
CALLOWAY COUNTY. KENTUCKY. and
CITY OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY,

Farr 2005-2 TRUST,
VS

DEFENDANTS

Beginning at the Northwest corner of the herein descnbed Lot 1-A said corner
being an Iron Pin & Cap 03499 set 30 feet East of the centerline of North 4th
Street Ky Hwy 20751 and 30 feet South of the centerline of a 60 foot
Permanent Access Easement (Solar
Drive, as described in D.B. 205, Pg. 524 and D.B. 205, Pg 525 also see Plat Bk
I. Pg. 65, Slide 26.5 & Plat Bk. 6, Pg 18, Slide 4181 said iron pin & cap also
being 60.00 feet South of an existing #5 rebar iron pin found on the North side
of the said Permanent Acceria Easement and at the Southwest corner of the
Karen Workman property DR 622, Pg. 5461;
Thence North 87 degrees 00 minutes 02 seconds East for a distance of 423.48
feet along the South side of the said 60 Foot Permanent Access Easement I Solar
Drive i to an Iron Pin & Cap 13499 set and being the Northeast corner of the
herein described Lot I-A: thence in a Southerly direction with the common
boundary of Lot 1-A and Lot 1-B of the Murray Calloway Economic
Development Corporation property 1D.B. 205, Pg 523. D B 299, Pg. 273. D.B
729, Pg 9, At, Minor'Subdivision Plat recorded in Plat Bk. 25, Pg. 42, Slide
2356 with the following calla
Thence South 05 degrees 13 minutes 06 seconds East for a distance of 52.15 feel
to an Iron Pin & Cap *3499 net: Thence South 85 degrees 50 minutes 17 seconds West for a distance of43.96 feet to an Iron Pin & Cap #3499 eet: Thence
South 014 degrees 55 minutes 50 seconds East for a distance of 96.17 feet to an
Iron Pin & Cap 03499 set: Thence South 86 degrees 5.8 minutes 30 seconds
West for a distance of 8 97 feet to an Iron Pin & Cap *3499 net, Thence South
03 degrees 06 minutes 57 seconds East for a distance of 127 69 feet passing an
Iron Pin & Cap 03499 won.ss corner set at 54.13 feet and continuing titan Iron
Pin & Cap *3499 set in the North boundary of Tract 2B-1 of the City of Morn,
property D.B. 175, Crd. 27081, Plat Bit 25, Pg. 42. Slide 23561;
Thence South /47 degrees 00 minutes 01 seconds West for a distance of 170511
feet with the North boundart of said Tract 2B-1 of the City of Murray property
to an Iron Pin & Cap #3499 net in the East boundary of a parcel formerly
known as Tract 2A ID.B. 299, Pg 2731 as shown in Plat Bk. 23. Pg. 87, Slide
2200, Thence South 01 degrees 46 minutes 44 seconds East for a distance of
61 00 feet continuing with the City of Murray Tract 2B-1 boundary to an Iron
Pin & Cap #3499 set and being at the Southeast corner of the parcel formerly
known as Tract 2A; Thence South 87 degrees00 minutes 00 seconds West for a
distance of 200.00 feet continuing with the City of Murray Tract 21)-1 boundary
to an Iron Pin & Cap #3499 net on the East side of North 4th Street I Ky. His's'
20751 approximately 30 feet East of tht- centerline and being the Southwest corner of the herein descried Lot I-A, same tieing the Southwest corner of the said
parcel formerly known as Tract 2A, Thence North 01 degrees 46 minutes 44 sec:
onda West for a distance of 90.00 feet along the East side of said North 4th
Street Ky Hwy 2075) to an Existing Iron Pin & Cap #1645: Thence North 01
degrees 47 minutes 40 seconds West for a distance of 249 93 feet continuing
along the F.ast side of North 4th Street IKy. Hwy, 20751 to the point of beginning
ms Maisie described pniperty is subject to all covenants, easements, right-ofways, restrictions, and conditions of record or in existence
Being the same real estate conveyed to Top Choice Fabncatora Unlimited, Lie
deed from Murray-Calloway Economic Development Corporation, dated
ember 31, 2007, and of record in Deed Book 7:10. Page 570 in the Calloway
ountv Court Clerk's Office
The aforementioned property shall he sold on a cash 110 credit baste of 30 days,
but if sold tin a credit of 30 days. the purehaaer shall be required to deposit with
the coinntissioner ten percentile', of the purchase price, with the balance to
be paid in full within thirty n30 days with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest at 12', per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty :1(1, day's A lien shall he retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2011 ad valorem tone,
This 20th day of January.. 2011
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Notice

a public hearing tn Wed Feb 16. 2011 at 4:30 p m
in the council chambers of City Hall. located at 104
N 5th St to review the following. Conditional Use

invited to attend If further information is need*
please contact the Murray Planning Dept at
762-0310

GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

CUSTOM BEEF
Pasute Raised
Grain Fed
No Growth Hormones
No Antibiotics
By the Quarter
Cut to yot r
specifications
STUBBLE FILED
FIRM
Murray, KY
853-0528
lustt-bba apex net

General Managers
Starting Salary
depends im experience
Promotions From H akin
Medical & Dental Plan

Paid Vacations
Mot Pass Baikground ('Ii,-, A

Assistant Managers and Shift Leaders
Excellent Starting Salaq,
Promotions From Bithin

Must Pass Background Check

Apply:
Beginning at the Northwest corner of James T Arrnbruster's lot. deed to said
Armbruster's lot being recorded in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway Cour!,
Court in Deed Ekailt 107. Page 501 and Deed Book 107, Page 502, thence South
130 feet to a stake in a fence row. thence West with the said fence row and the
ineandenngs of the creek in a Northwesterly direction to the east rightailway
South 16th Street, thence North with the East right-of-way of South 16th Stria
It, a stake at the Northeast corner of the intersection of South 16th Street and
Johnson Boulevard: thence East with the South side of Johnson Boulevard
approximately 155 feet to the point of beginning.'

At KFC restaurant.
of

Send resumes to:
Attn: Philip Marshall
807 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
marshalhitjmikfc.cont
Fax:(205) 556-9206

Subject to all restrictions, conditions and covenanta and to all legal highways and
easements

020
Being the same property conveyed to Robert G Miller, and wife. Donna L Miller,
by deed from William J Folta. and wife, Patricia M Folta. dated Marsh 13. 1979
of record in Book 159. Cart! 1769. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court

Check

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 daya the purehaser Shall he'itiquired to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent il0',i if the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty ,301 days with sufficient surety bond, beanng interest
at 12', per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty 1301 days A hen shall be retained on the property as additional secunts
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but the property shall be sold
subject to the 2011 ad valorem taxes

us out
on the

Notice
KINDERMUSIK
Register
now
to
Winter/Spring classes.
Classes available for
ages Newborn- 5-years
old. Register by calling
(270)753-3763
or
(270)978-0663
Faye s Custom

This 20th day of January. 2011
Respectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER
alaster Conunissioner
Callowas rorcuit t'ourt

Embroidery &
Screen Printing

Web!

1604 Hwy 121
Bypass'. Murra,,
(270)753-7743

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers 'Is
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

e...7 7 7 7 7 7 7

-'12/10 1.

7 Temporary Farm Workers needed. Employer
Eddie Kirks -- Graves County, KY
Tobacco, 8
Alternative Work, Employment Dates: 0302/11
Wage of $9.71;hr. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided at no
cost. Free housing provided to non commuting
workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when 50°6 of contract is met. Apply for
this lob at the nearest KY Office of Employment
8 Training Division of Workforce 8 Employment
Services Office referencing the lob order
*KYC416619.

e

M Li R RAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

Full-time lob vacancies at Murray campus
Additional pay dependent upon qualifications
Legal Assistant, Legal Services S10.15/hr
Plant Operator I. Facilities Mgt. $8.78/hr
Apply online 8 view additional details at:
www murraystatepbs corn
Women/minorities encouraged to apply
An EEO, MIF/3. AA employer

,,nitilokat
,
in,

Apply at www murrayky gov
Questions: Contact the HR Department
at 270-762-0350
Deadline for receiving applications:
400 p.m. Friday, February 18, 2011
The City of Murray is an Equal
Opportunity Employer

OPENING SOON'
Ouch's Food and Fuel Stores newest location
will be opening soon on South 12th Street in
Murrray, KY
A 100% EMPLOYEE OWNED CO.. we are
recruiting enthusiastic, customer driven persons to be co-owners for all positions working
in our fast paced retail environment Our
desire to be the -EMPLOYER OF CHOICE
dictates our attractive salary and benefit package which includes excellent starting rate.
EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP PLAN,
health/life insurance, 4011k1 program, vacations, paid holidays, flexible schedule, vacations (full time and part tome) and many more
benefits. Previous experience in retail or fast
food preferred, but is not required
OPEN INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD ON
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9TH, FROM 9 AM
TO 5 PM, AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATION HAMPTON INN AND SUITES. 1415 LOWES
DRIVE. MURRAY, KY. OR:
APPLY ON LINE AT www.go2hucks.com or
Fax your resume to 618/382-8956 or
e-mail to jobsa martinandbayley.corn
EEO M F EMPLOYER

Murray Board of Education Head Start is
reeking qualified applicants for the following
position
HUMAN RESOURCES AND
PAYROLL MANAGER

Looking for Opportunity?

Applicants must have a minimum of High School
Diploma or GED AA or BA degree preferred
Position is responsible for all personnel files and
documentation, as well as monthly preparation
of payroll information. Knowledge of Word and
Excel Is required Experience in the fields of
human resources and payroll is necessary

Professional Field Representative wanted for Murray area Proven sales track,
broad product portfolio, management
opportunities, excellent income potential

Interested persons may request an application
from
the
Murray
Head
Start
office
(270)753-6031 or access an application at
www.headstart.murray.kyschools.us
and
submit to:

and benefits for those who qualify.
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance

Murray Head Start
208 S. 13th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Society. Omaha, Nebraska
Resumes to 330 CC Lowry Drive
Murray. KY 42071 or call 270-753-4377

%admix

450-v

100% EMPLOYEE OWNED

Starting pay rate
$10.21 per hour

NOTICE
Accepting Bids For Financial Audit Murray Eleetric
System is currently accepting bids for the audit of
financial i.temente for a term of 5 years beginning
June 30, 2011 71i redeye a copy of the RFT please
contact the financial manager at Murray Electnc
Svatem at 401 Olive Street,Murray, Kentucky or at
i2701753-5312 Murray Electric System will be
accepting bida through 300 pm on Friday. March
II. 2011 at their office located at 401 Olive Street
Murray, Kentucky

Let us combine over forty six years of proven restaurant
success with your experience to a make a new:
addition to our restaurant family.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on January 25. 2010. land pursuant to Third Order of Sale entered January 10.
2011110 the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate principal amount of 847,340,34, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthourie door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky, to the highest bidder. at public auction on Fnday. February 11, 2011, at the hour of 1000
a m local tone, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with tts address being 1519 Johnson Avenue.
Murray, KY 42071 iPVA Parcel No 000-0-0007-00001h and being more particu
!arty described as follows.
-Lot No 1 in Section E and part of Lot No 2 in Section E in the Meadow Lane
Subdivision to the town of Murray, Kentucky as shown by corrected plat of re. 'I ,
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court in Deed Book 103. Fag,
4.59 and more particularly descnbed as follows

METER READER

020

KFC
205 N. 12th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-7101

NOTICE OF SALE

The City of Murray has the
following lob opportunity

for go cart racing facility-800- Chestnut St - Quentin
Hines and Bruce Carter "All interested person, on:

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
PLAINTIF F

ROBERT C. MILLER. DONNA L MILLER,
CAPITAL I/NE BANK,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on December 28. 2010, in the above cause to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate pnncipal amount of 6301,489 56, plus Interest. I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray.
Calloway County, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday,
February 11. 2011, at the hour of 10 00 am , local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and being
more particularly described as follows
A 2 758 acre tract of land as surveyed by Geotech Engineering & Testing. Ins
in November 2007 and being known as Lot I-A via Minor Subdivision plat of
the Murray-Calloway Economic Development Corporation property as recorded
in Plat Book 42. Page 20, Slide 4036. and being generally located at the
Southeast corner of the intersection of North 4th Street Ky Hwy 20751 and
Solar Drive in Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky and being more particularly
described as

The Murray Board Of Zoning Adjustments will hold

"Come Join a Winning Team"

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No, 09-CI-00584

Applicatior3s will he am:epted 111151
position is filled
All

Equal OpporL,,,,,

-Line Ad Special-

(K.

20 words- One week
Only 9.00

es

Call Ashley Morris
or Natasha Hutson to plate an ad

(270)753-1018
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Hume Delivery
Local
$30114)
3 mo.
mo.
3
........
$55.00
6 mo.
$105.00 6 mo.
I yr.
1 yr.

363.00
$110.00 1
1
All Other Mail
1
Subscriptiorri
1

Rest of KY/1N
,

mat,

$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

3 mo
6 mr
I yr
Cheek

Mail

3 mu.
6 mo.
I yr.

Money Order

Visa

Name

$75.00
$96.00
$145.00
MX

e

St Address

e

City

zip

•tate

ii,ivtime Ph
%Lid thin coupon sib lu,us mint
Murray Le-drier & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
ir tall 12701 7534916
a

CLASSIFIEDS
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Help Wanted

Park Desk Clerk Supervisor
Kentucky Dam Village State Park
11,i Administration Drive
Liiibertsville, Marshall Co
This position serves as the full-time Front Desk
Supervisor for the Resort Park
Typical work duties include supervising, training. and coaching the Front Desk team in all
aspects of operation of the Front Desk. This is
a position where you will be work.ng alongside
and supervising your team. Must be able to
handle special guest requests
Must be available to work all shifts including
weekends and holidays.
HS graduate with 2 yrs of experience in Frori
Desk duties in an accommodations facility.
Additional education will substitute for work
experience on a year for year basis
Applicants and employees in this classification
may be required to submit to a drug screening
rest and background check.
Salary Grade 10 -$12.345 to $16355 per hour

Kubota
L2800. 5'
woods bush hoe. 6
disc 2009 Scag zero
tom mower 270-2279043

FIREWOOD 127012106267 Pick up or delivery220
Musical

JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

(270)978-1961

Call 753-1916

CURRENTLY seeking
experienced
an
Advisor.
Service
Requiring experience
in the automotive field
for scheduling, data
entry and
manageinventory
ment, Great
career
opportunity, outstanding co-workers and
hard working environment.
Applicants
should be self-motivated. ambitious, goal oriented, result driven and
eager to provide great
service.
customer
Send resumes to 701
Main St. Murray. KY
42071
DAYS Inn Now hiring
housekeepers Apply in
person 8:00 a m - 3:00
12th
p.m
517 S
Street
DISCLAIMER
Whrn acce.sing the
-help wanted.. section
on our classifieds
webpage at
inurray ledger.cont.
you will be redirected
to plinetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local rob
listings will appear on
this website
Hower Cr. as a national
website, not all listings
011 the robnetw orA OM
are placed through
the Murrio Ledge!
& Tunes Please call
us if you hase aro
questions regarding
the Murra!, area
rob listings Thank s,u
FT/PT Route driver
needed for company in
Dover. Must be trustworthy, able to lift
100Ibs.. and a clean
driving record.
blazingnickets egniaii corn
Lake area convenience
store. Must be mature,
reliable, honest, flexible. great with customers and willing to
work weekends Part
time to start possible
full time. Exp. helpful
Call
279-293-9284
Part time book keeper.
collecting plus deposit
agent. Manager of
rental property. Must
be familliar with computer program similar
Light
to Quicken
house keeping, shopping. and occasional
apt cleaning
Must
have reliable transportation Starting pay
$8 00/hr plus gas
allowance
12701752-0204
PECO
Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
& other positions
Send to
PO Box 363.
Murray KY
42071
in
Central
Sleep
Murray. KY is seeking
Care
Patient
Coordinators to loin our
team Computer skills
a
are
must. E0E/AA/MFDV
Please send resume to
Sleep Central 104 Max
Hurt Drive Murray, KY
e-mail
or
42071
Cheryl pierce @ rotech
corn

i

Moode aomes For Sale

M FD

SEEKING automotive
consultant
sales
Looking for people that
are customer focused_
motivated to improve
and have strong people
skills Great opportunity for experienced and
inexperienced individuals to start a lucrative
career with a highly
successful automotive
dealer.
No previous auto sales
experience is neeoed,
but previous retail
sales of any type will
be considered a positive.
Please send
resumes to 701 Main
Street, Murray. KY
42071
Equal
Opportunity Employer
Applicants must be 18
years old or older and
have a valid US driver's license.

HOME cleaning servic
es 227-7129
Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom'? Give
me a call 731-3363891 references available
Weekend
child
care Your home or
mine. Negotiable rate.
cpr, first aide. cd associate ref. 492-8360
120
[
C4r4m*rs
MOM COMPUTERS
Service Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Went to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator electric & gas
heater, storm windows.
753-4109
Fisher Price Power
Wheels WILD THING.
Its purple in color Also
F.P. #300
Scoop
Loader and F.P. e302
Dump Truck.
270-489-2816
WANTED: car batteres Top prices paid
(2701759-9694

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has great bargains at
Trends-N -Treasures
Kids Welcome! Buy
and appraise coins
270-753-4161
HAY for sale
$3,00/ Bale
753-1287

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
6135 (South 12th St
(270 753-1713

CAR RAWAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105N 3RD
753-1502
SALE!
Mattress sets starting
at $149 95! Special
extra savings on all
furniture'

II Size Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

Concepts SudoKu

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity

1900 NI. 12th St.

Hwy 94 & Hwy 280. For your boat and

G & W Storage located at Junction of

mini storage needs, please call
270-753-2905 our office is located at
1900 N. 12th St. Suite A in the Murray
Business Center.' Visit our other
locations at 1900 N. 12th MBC Storage
or 641 North Murray Store & Lock.

1BR, price reduced,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898.
I OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR all appliances with
WC. 1619 Chris Drive
$350.00/mo with
deposit. call
270-703-3260
2BR 1BA Townhouse
with
WO.
$4755500/month. Please
call 270-753-7559
2131,1 apt. partially furnished, some utilities
paid, no pets. $300/mo.
767-9037

r 320
Apartments For Rent
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. W/D,
refrigerator.
stove
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

Houses For Rent
1628 Olive, 2BR IBA.
Practically on campus.
Appliances
include
W/D refrig, and stove
4865085
IBR. Lease & Deposit.
No Pets! 270-7530728. 270-994-3308

2BR,
1BA.
2-car
2BR. 2 full bath duplex, garage, large yard, parall appliances & wash- tially fenced $550 plus
er & dryer, cable & security 978-7441.
water
furnished.
$600imonth, no pets.
2BR, IBA, 5min North
753-2225_
of Murray. no pets.
759-4826
2BR. 2BA duplex.
2BR
2BA, I car
$525/mo. +1/mo. secugarage, all appliances
rity-deposit, no pets
including WTI, excelplease. Call
lent
condition,
492-8566 after-6pm or
$725/month
rent.
293-8566
$725/deposit.
270-293-8919
4BR, C,H,A, all appliances Coleman RE 2BR, close to MSU.
Coleman RE
753-9898
753-9898
151 Full Mo. Rent Free
3 & 4BR Houses
C/H/A,
Available.
Uallonay (;arden
Locations.
Various
Essex Downs
Coleman RE
Apartments
270-753-9898
1505 Diuguid Dose
IRK & 2BR Aai..
270-753-8556
TUU 14100-545-1833
.
Ext. 283 6
Equal op44.rual tv

12

EFFICIENCY
apartments for rent Some
utilities paid $250.+mo.
No pets 767-9037
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone'
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12pm. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity.
1 & 2BR apartments.
Midway. Lease. references. & deposit. No
Pets. 270-753-0859.
270-753-5214
LARGE 2BR $5501mo,
Lease
$550/deposit
and references No
pets 1606 D Miller
upstairs Laundry room
and water provided
519-2699
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Or
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
IDO al • 800-648-6056

Answer to previous puzzle
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530
Services Offered

2BR and lot
$12,900
Available in Feb. 14
places sold so far
Dont miss out'

I

31

753-2995
Garland Rentals. Inc. has now acquired

3BR $295 00
753-6012
320
Apartments For Rent]

prom

Behind Murray Business Center

1972 mobile home as
s $600.00 o.b.o. must
move 873-5405

(270)7634012

Its 1).i%

4
5 9 2
6
4 5
3
6
5
1 7
9
41 9
8

753-3853

3BR. 1.5BA. garage &
workshop, stove, dishwasher,
no
pets
Murray 270-753-0259.
EXTRA nice 3BR. 2BA,
home
located
in
Whitnell
Estates.
Central Heat'AC. 2-car
garage, all appliances
furnished $900/mo
one year lease. references
&
deposit
Call
required.
(270)753-1713-Day
(270)753-3827-Night
3BR Duplex
Large
28A. 1 car garage, all
appliances, no pets.
year lease & deposit
$800/mo
1BR at University
Heights $325/mo. No
pets, year lease &
deposit. 293-5427.

380
Storage Rentals
J&I, RENTALS
N1INI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner Id 121 S. & Glendale.
IOW $25 batS $40
1270)436-2524
12701293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Murray
Downtown
Prime
Commercia
Building 1.850 sq.ft.
Available Feb. 2011.
Rent
$400-500
depending on length of
'lease. 865-705-5812.
Retail Store Front
+12,300sqft.
2.200sqft Main St.
Hazel, KY
270-753-8623
RETAIL Store in Hazel.
SF
+/-.
5000
$1000.00/month.
270-492-8211

2 female fawn boxe
puppies $250.00 each
382-2472
A.P.R.I.
Registered
Boston Terrier Pups_
Born November 30th,
vet checked, shuts and
wormed to date $350
each. Cash Only
270-492-8062

L

sq-ft
1920
07
3811/3BA open concept. hardwood floors
living/kitchen, vaulted
ceiling, carpeted bedrooms,
tile
bathrooms/utility.
4.25
acres located 5mi from
city_ county taxes, city
water. 5194,500.00.
767-0028/293-1133

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage, Custom
Brick
home
in
Bnarcrest Subdivision
Floors.
Hardwood
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light Approx 1800 SF
Living Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollancknotorsales com
170-753-4461
For Sale 1988 Mazda
Rx7 cony. p.s. p.b
5spd. Sharp and fast.
$1,200.00. 978-6044
2000 Honda Civic EX.
2 door. 136,000 miles,
black,
automatic
dependable. good condition, 54,500.00
293-3769
1998 Mustang, lady
driven V6 5spd Red
gray/black
exteriorinterior. 32.760 miles
Great car! $4.500 00
270.489-2432
obo.
270-205-1476

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

Farm fresh chicken
eggs $1 50/dozen call
227-6086

Murra, I edger la rim,
11,,an u Si N,o,

YOUR AD,
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

at=11:101
You can count on the
most experienced
in West A'y,
403 Tom Taylor Trail

VERY nice 3BR with
garage, C/H/A, and
appliances Coleman
RE
753-9898

753-7728
tort,1.11,r,1111.1110i,
Rn,l,rodurt,ms

Nuall
t.•

LI Pkicl it

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

1,1%

til lahm
a....p1 an,
vitNen
wait-4.4v tt 1101
4 m sJah,” 14 tfir law All

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

Space
Storage
Available Main St .
Hazel
270-753-8623

753-9562

A&B Quality
New & Used
Furnitue
"We buy anything
g'
& sell evervIh.,
(270) 530-0450

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
1270) 753-6266
Cell: 12701 293-4183
9 a m. - 4 p.m. M-F

1850 St. At. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

E ectricl
Since 1951'
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Lich•cil k: Insured
All i•J

H
w,
.
•

Dr..
1414 (Dakhla
Campbell
Estates
145x 17511 perfect for
basement
walkout
270-759-5469 or
270-978-0876

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (87331
ADAMS Horne
Improvemont
Additions, Remodeling.
Roofing. Vinyl Siding.
Floors.
Laminate
Repairs. workers comp
Insured
227-2617

Looking Back

,1 the Concephs Sodoku increases horn Monday to Sunday

76

812 Whitnell Ave.

24/7 Surveillance

tO
1,... It
,r. the emot., squares 6(, 591eaLti row each column art each
nd box • OnlqinS the same number only once the drIticolty

SUDOKU

Wc'
s
LESSONS
403 Chostnut St.
Guitar P'ano, Drums
Voice & more
Piano Tuning
DJ & Sound
We Train Youth
Basosi

To apply please visit:
http://personnel.ky,goviemploy merit
betore 02;12/11
Equal opportunity en

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

•

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe. and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
CHILDCARE
Openings
available
now
Affordable.
M-F
Dependable.
5:30a.m-5.30p.m Sat
5,30a.m-12noon call
270-293-7067

Davis Eloctricall
Services
Licensed & Insured
32 yrs exp.
Replace a Light or
Rewire your
entire House.
New Construction!
Free Estimates!
270-978-1106
From Drywall &
. Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens.
DeiCks to Fencing.
"We Do It AU""
No JOb To Small! 270-673-9916
'or visit our website
.Itentuckylakt
.rernodefing.com
tIFE ES.TiktAt

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
-Flight Review
•Dtscovery Flight
(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

I

530
Services Offered

I

FRAMES TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL'
*24 Hour
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
•Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

530
Services Offered

'CYBRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
•Locally owned
and Operated
• Free Estimate,
• Lie & Ins •
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan

David's Home
Improvement
LI(
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured 4892839
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
kups
med
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Handyman Work
Odd Jobs. Repairs
Home. Auto,
Carpentry. Light
- Electrical. Mobile
Welding Yards. Trim,
1Moiding & Much More
No Job Too :Small

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Will Do insurance Work
Visa 0 MaslerCard

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service,
Over 25 years Call
Don. Murray area.
519-8570

3 C.RETE. LLC
Decorative
Indoor Plaster
&.Conrete Systems
Visit us at

Jacob
270-978-0278

(270t 293-7971

L&M
LAWN SERVIC
Mowing, Manicuri
• Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee
753-1816 727-0611

Would like to assist
with the care of your
family member. Have
experience and references. 270-933-0613

CHASE Futrell LawnCare 8yrs exp.
293-8814

Horoscope
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
for
Thursday. Feb. 10, 2011:
This year, you are on top of
many issues. Stop and take personal inventory more often,
Your feelings could be building
up. making you perhaps accident-prone or sick. If you are
single. you might be uncomfortable with a fast pace. which on
another level you like. Your
potential suitors pick up on this
you
ambivalence.
arc
If
attached, your clarity will he
instrumental to the well-being oh
your relationship. TAURUS
often cannot or does not participate in your wild moments.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
*** Curb going overboard. In a
meeting, others seem to want a
group commitment. You might be
evaluating the true costs Make
other suggestions and/or decide
to go on your own path_ A negative loved one or friend could rain
on your parade
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You are strong. but
dealing with another person's difficult mood could be less than
pleasant Authority figures are
irritated at best Let their words
go_ Expect a change in attitude
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You have a lot more to
say. Stretch and seek new information Someone might not have
given you the big picture Anger
builds around a person at a distance Know when to walk away
from someone
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Work with individuals
You might suddenly find yourself
in the position of leader, whether
titled or not Can you take action
and move in a new direction?
Knowing what you want cculd
make a big difference
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Others make demands
You deliver tette after time A
partner associate and/or friend

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267
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by Jacqueline Bigar
could test your limits inadvertently. Don't hesitate to say
"enough.' Resist pushing someone who has a short fuse across
the line.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Seek out solutions,
especially as others seem to be
chasing their tail Be logical and
direct in your dealings, Your
funds might not stretch as far as
you would like, Curb a tendency
to over-indulge someone close
to you.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Deal with a key person In
your life. Listen to what this person says, but also understand
why you might be triggered. Use
this situation to clear up an emotional issue but also to creatively
sleuth out a solution You could
fee! out of sync
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Others create an environment in which they push for
what they want without worrying
about others. Getting the support
of others could be more important than you realize. Battle out
the pluses and minuses.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Pace yourself. A difficult
situation could evolve into a confrontation if you aren't careful
Remember, everyone has a different style of clearing out a
problem. Emotions lend to go to
the extreme.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You could walk into a
firestorm and know that everything is OK. You know how to
quell the flames and you trust
your innate creativity to find a
solution Use care with spending.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Process your thoughts or
discharge them with a quiet talk
with the
person involved.
Otherwise. you could be involved
in quite an angry confrontation.
Use care with a real estate or
emotional matter
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Keep talks active and
open
The biggest problem
would be to close down a person, who will then not share his
or her feelings Flow with opportunities. Don't let a lucky break
fall away.
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Dad who doesn't like kids
soon will be having more
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Looking Back
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Ten years ago
A tire filled the Parker Ford
body shop area with smoke early
Friday morning. The fire started
on a work table when some oils
md papers ignited shortly after
the work day began. Murray Fire
Department responded with three
trucks and 16 firefighters.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Roger Glenn Wells and
Barbara Ann Ahart: a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Eric Wimberley, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Gene
Hubbard. Jr., and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Stephen Michael Schyck II.
In basketball games, Murray
State Racers beat Southeast Missouri State 65-54, MSU Lady Racers beat SEMO 62-61: and Calloway County Lady Lakers lost
to Lone Oak 49-44.
Twenty years ago
Seafood Express celebrated its
grand re-opening Wednesday with
a ribbon cutting. Owner John
Gorham said the business moved
locations within Olympic Plaza
last month in order to expand.
Marty Davenport R.Ph.. at the
Medicine Shoppe in Murray, presented a $100 bill to Dartha Carraway. the winner in the recent
Senior promotion.
Judy Overbey of Murray just
returned from BeautiContral Cosmetics Leadership Conference in
Dallas. after attending business
workshops and receiving training
on BeautiControl's latest product
innovations.
Thirty years ago
Reports that the Murray State
University Board of Regents split
over a motion to fire MSU president Dr. Constantine Curris Saturday have neither been confirmed
nor denied by members of the
board. Current speculation is that
the matter will again be discussed
when the board meets Feb. 21.
Published is a picture of Carolyn Sexton of Dot Mae and Marsha Tidwell, a member of the Calloway County High School Choir.
discussing fashions that will be
in the school's fashion show Saturday.

"A Dogwood Tree in Every
Yard- is the goal of the Murray
Woman's Club city and county
beautification project.
Forty years ago
The special school tax for the
Calloway County School District
went down in defeat yesterday.
losing by a margin of 198 votes.
The final vote was 1146 for the
tax measure and 1.44 against it.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Shelton; and a boy to Maj and
Mrs. William K. Hudson.
Barbara Brittain, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Brittain,
senior at Calloway County High
School. and Amy Wilson. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Owen Wilson, senior at Murray High School,
have been selected for the Good
Citizenship award given annually
by the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution.
Fifty years ago
The Murray College Board of
Regents approved a resolution to
name a men's dormitory, now
under construction on the campus, after the late Lee Clark, former state representative from Calloway County.
The interior of the house at
203 South Second Street, owned
by Lowry Parker and occupied by
Travis Cauley, was gutted in fire
on the morning of Feb. 8.
Chuck roast is listed as selling for 49 cents per pound in the
ad for Parker's Food Market.
Sixty years ago
The Butterworth Clinic has
moved from the People's Bank
building to its new offices at 607
Main Street, according to Dr. A.D.
Butterworth.
Prayer bells for the community rang yesterday for the World
Day of Prayer program sponsored
by the Council of United Church
Women and held at the College
Presbyterian Church. according to
Mrs. C.B. Crawford. program chairman.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges was the
speaker at the Layman's League
of the First Christian Church.

DEAR ABBY: My 70-yearold father has asked his 44)-yearold girlfriend to marry him. This
will he his fourth marriage They
have been dating for a year. and
she says she wants to have two
or three children with him.
My sisters and I are not happy
at all. Our
father was a
horrible
father when
we
were
growing up.
To say he
doesn't like
children
is
putting
it
mildly. Also,
we feel he
be
would
incredibly
Abigail
By
selfish
and
Van Buren
irresponsible
to consider
bringing a baby into this world
at his age when he may not he
around long enough to take care
of the child.
Do my sisters and I have a
right to be upset about this? How
would you suggest we handle this?
-- DISGUSTED DAUGHTERS IN
TEXAS
DEAR DAUGHTERS: Do you
have a right to be upset? You
absolutely have a right to your
feelings and opinions. However,
as an adult, your father is entitled to do as he wishes, regardless of how you feel about his
choices. "Handle" this +.1% gracefully as possible without shooting your mouths off unless you
want to create a permanent rift
•
DEAR ABBY: I have been married to my wife almost 44) years.
I love her dearly and she says
she loves me, but when I want
to hold her, she tenses up like
a rapist. When I kiss her
longer than a nano-second. she
makes noises that sound as though
I have a pillow over her face.
We haven't slept in the same bed
in so long I can't remember what

date received a majority of electoral votes.
In 1870. the U.S. Weather
Bureau was established.
In 1943, the World War II battle of Guadalcanal in the southwest Pacific ended with an Allied
victory over Japanese forces.
In 1961. The Beatles (with Stu
Sutcliffe and Pete Best) first performed at the Cavern Club in Liverpool, England.
In 1964. The Beatles made
their first live American television appearance on "The Ed Sul-

livan Show,- broadcast from New
York on CBS.
In 1984, Soviet leader Yuri V.
Androprn died at age 69, less
than 15 months after succeeding
Leonid Brezhnev, he was succeeded by Konstantin U. Chernenko ichehr-NYEN'-koh).
In 2002, Britain's Princess Margaret, sister of Queen Elizabeth
died in London at age 71.
Five years ago: Kidnapped
American journalist Jill Carroll
appeared in a video aired on a
private Kuwaiti TV station.

Dear Abby

it's like. When I try to talk to
her about it, she ignores me. How
can I get her to realize how much
I hurt.' -- LONELA AND HURT
IN MIDDLE GRANVILLE. N.Y.
DEAR LONELY AND HURT:
Your wife's hormones may have
changed and sex may he painful
for her or no longer appealing.
She may be afraid that if she lets
you hold her, or kiss her longer
than a nano-second, it would imply
she as receptive. You need to
explain to her how deeply her
lack of communication on this
subject has hurt you. She should
have discussed this with her doctor when the problem started. But
if she refuses, then you should
both talk to a marriage counselor.
If she won't go, go alone.
•
DEAR ABBY: A couple of
years ago we loaned our nephew
"Seth" $400 because he was in a
tight spot. The amount was something we could afford to lose, but
knowing the pitfalls of lending
to a relative, we formalized the
loan with a written agreement for
repayment We never saw the
money again
We have just received a wedding invitation from Seth. We're
not particularly close to him, and
because we live across the country we don't plan to attend the
wedding.
In lieu of a wedding gift, would
it be inappropriate to send a note
forgiving sonic or all of the debt
he owes us? Or should we consider the debt and his wedding
separately and send him something more traditional? -- UNCLE
MIKE IN UTAH
DEAR
UNCLE
MIKE:
Because you are not particularly
close and are not planning to attend
the wedding and it's unlikely that
Seth will repay the loan, send
him a congratulatory' card.
COPYRIGHT 2011 UNIVERSAL UCLICK
1130 Walnut. Kansas City,
Mo. 64106; 0116, 581-7500

Today in History
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By .1 he Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 9,
the 40th day of 2011. There are
325 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 9, 1861. Jefferson
Davis was elected provisional president of the Confederate States of
America at a congress held in
Montgomery. Ala. iHe was inaugurated on Feb. 18.)
4
On this date:
In Di25. the House of Repre•.entatives elected John Quincy
Adams president after no candi-
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A SIMPLE,
DELICIOUS
DESSERT
Dear
I
Heloise:
make the simplest
DESSERT,
and everyone
loves it -chocol ate
caramel
pecan pretzel bites I take caramelfilled chocolate candy and place
it on a square pretzel. Then I put
a whole pecan on top of the candy.
I preheat the oven to 350 degrees
and cook them for about 4 minutes. When 1 pull them out of
the oven. I push the pecan down
into the candy. then put them in
the refrigerator for a little while
to let them harden again. They
are so delicious! -- Luke C. in
San Antonio
We tried them here in the
office, and they are delicious, plus
so easy to make' Make them for
your sweetheart this Valentine's
Day. -- Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795(100
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
E-mail: Heloise( at IHeloise.com

by
Heloise
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Have you
heard of the supplement
P rot andim''
I've been told
that it could
help
my
rheumatoidarthritis pain.
What can you
tell tne about
ii? And if it's
so great, why
don't doctors
tell us about
it?
DEAR
By
READER:
Dr. Peter Gott
Let me start
by saying I have no affiliation
with this product.
Protanclim's ingredients include
milk thistle. Bacopa extract, Ashw:agandha, green-tea extract and
turmeric extract. This dietary supplement is an antioxidant that has
received a fair amount of publicity on national television, in newspapers and elsewhere as a new
breakthrough in boosting the
immune system.
Milk thistle has been used for
2,0(8) years as an herbal remedy
for many ailments, including liver
and gallbladder disease, and as
an antidote for mushroom poisoning if given within 10 minutes
of ingestion. When given within
24 hours, it's purported to greatly reduce the risk of liver damage and death from ingestion. It
contains antioxidant and antiinflammatory properties.
Bacopa extract is used to restore
and nourish the central nervous
system. It contains antioxidants
thought to protect brain cells and
is comnethly used to enhance memory and concentration.
Ashwagandha is commonly
taken to relieve stress, treat inflammation and fever, and to protect
against illness and infection. It is
marketed as an immune-system
booster. to improve memory and
promote overall wellness.
Green-tea extract is derived
from green-tea leaves. It contains
antioxidant properties that can be
ever

Dr. Gott

generally divided into four asp:,ts
-- antioxidant. anti-inflammatory,
anti-radiation and anti-carcinogen
Turmeric extract is yet another antioxidant/inflammatory/bacterial remedy touted to support
healthy skin, reduce cholesterol
levels and joint pain, and possibly help in preventing some cancers.
Aging begins within every cell
of the body and is both progressive and inevitable. As a person
ages, the body produces fewer
antioxidants to fight the aging
process and disorders such as
arthritis. The manufacturers of
Protandim state that scientists agree
that aging and many "deadly" diseases are the result of deterioration of cells owing to rogue molecules known as free radicals. The
damage that occurs is known as
oxidative stress. The product is
touted to reduce that oxidative
stress by an average 40 percent.
The product is contraindicated
for people undergoing chemotherapy or organ transplant. Potential
users should consult their physician before beginning the supplement, especially pregnant or nursing women and anyone on prescription medications.
The Food and Drug Administration has not evaluated any of
these statements: nor is Protandim
intended to diagnose. neat, cure,
of prevent any disease.
My guess? If you haven't heard
about this so-called breakthrough
product, it is because your physician has chosen to address your
medical issues through more conventional methods. Your arthritis
is an inflammatory disorder that
commonly affects the small joints
of your feet and hands. It's an
autoimmune disorder, meaning
your immune system is inappropnately attacking your own body's
tissues.
I recommend that you speak
with your physician regarding an
exercise program. apply heat or
cold to your painful muscles, join
a yoga program, or practice tai
chi for pain control.

FREEZING MEATBALLS
Dear Heloise: I was making
meatballs to freeze for later use.
I cooled them, then put them in
egg canons and into the freezer.
When they were frozen. I put
them in a freezer bag. Now I can
just take out the amount I need
for my meal. I am a widow and
live alone, so this works great for
me. -- Wanda Brees in Indiana
Good idea. but make sure you
line the carton with plastic wrap
or wax paper for food safety. Raw
or cooked food should not come
in contact with an egg carton
because of the potential of bacteria transfer. -- Heloise
PERFECT PANCAKES
Dear Heloise: I find my gravy
ladle invaluable for making pancakes and waffles. It's much easier to scoop the batter out with
than a regular spoon. It also makes
silver-dollar-sized pancakes for
kids! -- Kim in Virginia
REFRIGERATOR REPAIR
Dear Heloise: I had done without water from my ice and watei
dispenser on my refrigerator for
almost three months. I realized
that if I unplugged my refrigerator and let it sit for a few hours,
maybe the water unit would thaw
and I could use my front water
dispenser. 1 now have both water

and ice again without paying a
repairman. -- Ann from Abilene.
Texas
MIXING COLD BUTTER
Dear Heloise: When a recipe
for dough calls for cutting and
mixing cold batter into flour. such
as in pie crust and some filledcookie recipes. I found that if you
use your hand grater and grate
the butter ibutter must be cold - out of the refrigerator) just as
you would cheese, the butter mixes
with flour so much easier and faster.
Been reading Hints From Heloise
for 40 years and am still learning new things! -- Sue in Plainsboro. N.J.
Sue. thanks for the nice words.
and I hope you keep reading the
column. We tested your hint in
the office, and it's a winner! -Helm use
KEEP YOUR DISHES
Dear Heloise: Taking a dish
or two to an impromptu get-together? Don't nsk losing track of the
dishes themselves. I just press one
of my return-address labels on
each piece. and they always get
home again. -- Phyllis Maguire.
via e-mail
(c)2011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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PCMC physicians warn of heart disease
By Lillian Gerhart. ARNP and
Cardiologist Dr. Bill Holman
February is National Heart
Disease Awareness Month.
Heart disease is the leading
cause of death among American
men and women. The most common form of heart disease is
coronary artery disease. In the
United States, someone has a
coronary event every 25 seconds
and one person dies every
minute. Because of this, every
Amencan should be aware of
the signs. symptoms. and risk
factors of heart disease.
The most common coronary
event is a heart attack. The
majority of heart attacks develop slowly with mild symptoms.
These symptoms may include
discomfort in the chest, back.
abdomen, neck, or arms short-

ness of breath, fatigue, weakness. nausea, and vomiting or
cold sweats. It you or someone
you know experience any of
these symptoms, call 911 immediately.
The best way to prevent a
heart attack, is by controlling
risk factors for the development
of heart disease. Risk factors
include family history of heart
disease, high blood pressure,
diabetes, elevated cholesterol.
obesity, sedentary lifestyle, and
exposure to tobacco. A healthy
lifestyle is the key to reducing
your risk. This includes following a heart smart diet, participating in regular exercise, and
avoiding tobacco. A heart smart
diet is low in fat, cholesterol.
salt, and sugar Taking a 15minute walk three days a week

is an easy way of meeting your
exercise needs.
For additional information on
heart disease and a healthy
lifestyle, visit the American
Heart Association's website at
www.americanheart.org or call
us at Primary Care Medical
Center for details 759-92(10.

Gierhart (left) and Holman

Photo provided
HEART DISEASE AWARENESS: The staff of Primary Care Medical Center displays their
support of National Heart Disease Awareness this month with their shirts and wearing red
for the campaign of National Wear Red Day. Pictured from left, in front, is Liz McBride.
Chrysta Pritchard, Candice Belcher, Randi Little, Cassie Lamb and Erin Richerson. In back
are Janet Essary and Diane Tynes.

Body Pump class offered
Special to the Ledger
Group fitness instructors at the Center for Health & Wellness
begin teaching the newest release of Body Pump #76. Body Pump
classes are performed to music using free weights-plates. barbells
and an aerobic step. Participants choose their weights based on the
exercise and their personal goals. Major muscle groups are worked
via series of compound and isolation-based exercises including
squats. presses and dead lifts. The focus is towards muscle
endurance using several repetitions.
For class times, or for more information about classes taught at
the Center for Health & Wellness call, 762-1348 or go to our website at www.murrayhospital.org/healthandwellness.htm.

Rethink Possible'

"Phone3GS
now only $49
Cue the applause app.

Photo provided
Members of the Center for Health & Wellness Body Pump
Class are pictured exercising.

Epilepsy support group to meet
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County Hospital recognizes that support
groups can play a significant role in helping patients and family
members to manage during a period of illness, or even to facilitate
healing.
A support group for people with epilepsy is being offered by one
of MCCH's Neurologists. Dr. Jimmy E. Couch. Meetings are free
and open to any interested person. The next meeting will take place
on Thursday, Feb. 10, from 6-7 p.m. in the office of Dr. Couch located at Suite 301 East in the Medical Arts Building connected to the
hospital. The group will continue to meet on the second Thursday of
each month at the same time.
Facilitating the group will be Dr. Jimmy E. Couch, neurologist
and epileptologist. Couch is specially trained in the treatment of
epilepsy and completed his Epilepsy Fellowship at the Medical
University of South Carolina.
For more information about the treatment of seizures or epilepsy.
or the Epilepsy Support Group, call Couch today at 762-1566.
Couch's practice is located in Murray at 300 South 8th Street. Suite
301E, in the Medical Arts Building.
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Endowment partners with ARC
Special to the Ledger
The
Murray-Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare
recently purchased Automated
External Defibrillators I AEDs)
for several schools and organizations within our region. The
Endowment was able to partner
with the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red
Cross and secure competitive
pricing that allowed for the purchase of additional units. Also,
the American Red Cross will
provide the appropriate training
to representatives within each
organization.
"It has been a joy to partner
with the local hospital in this
endeavor to make our community a safer place to live,- said
Jennifer Wilson. Executive
Director of the Calloway
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross. "I look forward to
partnering with all the recipients
through CPR. First Aid and
AED training opportunities."
Thus far. the Murray
Calloway
Endowment for
Healthcare has identified needs
and purchased over S27,(X)0
worth of AEDs for the following
organizations:
Creek
Bee
Soccer Association, Murray
Calloway Parks Department,
Calloway
County
Road

Department.
Murray
Independent Schools, Calloway
County Schools, Marshall
County Schools. Murray State
University and clinics operated
by Murray Medical Associates.
The Endowment is a nonprofit corporation that accepts
gifts on the behalf of MurrayCalloway County Hospital, our
community-owned hospital. It
works. to fund both present and
future equipment and program
needs to improve the accessibility of healthcare in the region.
These improvements in
healthcare are just the beginning
for
the
Murray-Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare.
With your support. we can continue to create new programs,
support new services and
improve the quality of healthcare throughout our community.
For more information about
the
Murray-Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare, call
762-1908, or visit our website at
www.ntechendowmentorg. For
Health & Safety Training provided by the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red
Cross. contact Jennifer Wilson.
Executive
Director
at
J wilson @callowaycoredcross.or
got 753-1421.
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